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COMMENTARY

Powering Collaboration, Trust, and Relationships in a
Hybrid Workplace
By Aurangzeb Khan, Senior Vice President, Intelligent Vision Systems at Jabra

Many of us have grown used
to working from home during
the past year, and video
conferencing has become
our go-to technology for
maintaining and building
contact with clients and
colleagues. In addition, the
always-on nature of our connected
world has blurred the lines between our work and
personal life. Hybrid work provides new opportunities
to better manage our time and space.
As we return to the office, we have the opportunity to
change how we organize this new paradigm and how
we optimize our time in these various spaces to get
the most out of each day.
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The Evolution of Collaboration
At the peak of the global COVID-19 pandemic, the
sudden and complete shift to virtual calls was new for
many of us, so we used whatever devices we could
find – even if they weren’t fit for purpose – just to be
able to collaborate. Now, as many of us transition
into a permanent hybrid work arrangement, we
have an opportunity to secure and deploy the right
professional audio and video devices, which can
dramatically improve our day-to-day work experience
by enabling teams to connect and collaborate with
high audio/video quality and pleasing and natural
collaboration experiences anytime and anywhere.
Whether at the office, at home, or anywhere in
between, getting the right professional device can
make any place a productive and flexible hybrid
workspace. The pandemic has shown us that work
can transcend beyond physical meeting rooms
SEPTEMBER 2021
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into virtual ones. As a result, there has been a
meteoric rise in the use of unified communications
(UC) platforms. “We’ve witnessed two years’ worth
of digital transformation in two months,” Microsoft
CEO Satya Nadella recently claimed – an assertion
certainly supported by Teams’ recent increase to
nearly 250 million monthly active users. Similarly, at
Zoom, the platform now hosts over 300 million people
in daily meetings. That’s a 2,900% increase since
December 2019. And alongside this shift to virtual
platforms comes a similar increase in the use of
audio and video devices.
The past 18 months have shown us more clearly
than ever before that organizations are made up of
individuals, all of whom are trying to maximize value
from their time. We now have a clearer view into our
colleagues’ home and lives – quite literally through
video conferencing – and this has helped us be
more aware how all of us are trying to best balance
priorities in varying situations and time frames. In
our hybrid new normal - now and into the future –
advanced audio, video, and edge AI technologies
will play a major role in helping us achieve this
balance for good.
Shift From Physical Barriers to Digital
Opportunities
Modern offices today use advanced video devices
capable of 180° fields of view to enable employees
to move around freely, share materials easily, and
collaborate naturally in their physical settings. These
video devices are accompanied by a speakerphone
with crystal-clear audio to communicate with clients
individually or as a group. Such devices help
people break down barriers, thereby forging deeper
connections and stronger cohesion both among
employees as well as with clients.
Over the past decade or so, led by the mass
adoption of video communications by the Millennial
generation, consumer experiences with video
are everywhere: whether via YouTube, Snapchat,
Instagram, or via video calls on FaceTime or
WhatsApp.
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Now, video communications and collaboration are
a ubiquitous part of how we of work, learn, live and
play. Cloud-based video collaboration solutions like
Microsoft Teams or Zoom are increasing in ubiquity
as standardized workplace collaboration tools.
We are now at a point where professional grade
cameras are standard in purpose-built collaboration
workspaces, delivering our globalized workforce
more freedom in picking the times and places for
their workplace discussions.
With advances in artificial intelligence (AI) and
camera technology, multi-camera arrays are able
to act as 180° data sensors, which provide AI
algorithms the best opportunity to make sense of
the video information and extract relevant data
from it. This ability to capture and interpret large
amounts of anonymized data is starting to unlock
major productivity gains. Companies are increasingly
adopting and utilizing real-time data telemetry to help
people make informed decisions for their health and
safety and to manage their physical real estate better
and more efficiently, among other advancements.
Why Trust Matters in the Hybrid Workplace
As we further settle into the seats of our hybrid
working setups, maintaining culture and social
capital remains a central conversation. To help
create a culture that can maximize the value of these
new advancements in collaboration technology,
here are a few tips that may help your organisation,
employees, and stakeholders continue to build trust
and connection remotely:
1. Create predictability. Trust is about creating
predictability in the work life of your teams. With
uncertainty in this economic downturn, employees
want to show their contribution and value to a team
and business, and many don’t feel they are able to.
This type of chronic workplace stress is leading to
increases in burnout. This is particularly heightened
for new starters, who are unable to show commitment
or presence in person and are not sure what is
expected of them. As a manager, you may wish to
set expectations from the beginning and consider
keeping open and regular dialogs ongoing with your
team, particularly with the new members.
SEPTEMBER 2021
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2. Increase your focus on relationship-building. In
our own work, we’ve found that a weekly 30-minute
slot for an informal check-in across the whole team
helps maintain team cohesion and well-being. With
team members sharing experiences on topics that
are of interest and relevant to them, work related or
otherwise, we build stronger bonds and interpersonal
trust. Consider facilitating meetings that are meant
purely as social, informal check-ins. We found this
simple practice helps our team’s productivity and
sense of community and brings new starters into the
team’s culture faster.
3. Be transparent. To build trust in the workplace,
you should work to make sure you keep a regular
and open cadence of relevant information flowing
reliably. You can do this with your team by bringing

COMMENTARY
them in on appropriate updates from closed-door
meetings, aligning the work they do to the broader
strategy and vision of the company, and providing
regular team-level opportunities for folks to check
in as a team and share individually what they feel
comfortable doing.
We have all come a long way. It is clear that many
now see the benefits of using state-of-the-art audio,
video, and AI technology to communicate and
collaborate, with teams meeting in an increasingly
humanized virtual environment. Video collaboration
is now the new black and even when the situation
betters itself, video will continue to be a ubiquitous
part of the fabric of our lives in the hybrid normal.
Jabra
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An Insider’s View of the Japan and South Korea proAV Market
Michael has lived and
worked in the Far East for
the past 10 years. Here, he
tells Systems Integration
Asia how the Japan and
South Korea market has
responded in the wake of
the pandemic, and what
the future may hold for
these tech-driven nations.
MICHAEL AUSTIN
DIRECTOR OF SALES AND ACCOUNTS,APAC AT DATAPATH

How would you characterise the culture of proAV
in Japan and South Korea – including the sales
channel? What do users want and expect from
manufacturers and service provider.
For Japan, there are typically far more layers
between the manufacturer and the end user, and
everybody seems more or less fine with this. In other
markets, downstream customers are more likely to
try and cut out layers in search of better pricing,
whereas Japanese customers value relationships
and respect everyone’s role – even if it is just as a
transactional reseller with minimal technical support
capabilities.
Japanese customers’ preference for the familiar
means that adoption of new technologies or
design concepts can be slow. This can include
the somewhat ‘Galapagos’ ways of presenting and
controlling content on command center video walls,
the use of video matrix switchers instead of AV-overIP for source distribution in larger installations, etc.
I’ve found our Korean partners to be very
professional, practical, and respectful – and not
so dissimilar from Japan, attentive to detail. Unlike
Japan, Korean customers are more willing to develop
or integrate new technologies. This includes greater
use of AV over IP such as the use of VNC agents
and H264 encoders for source distribution across a
solution network
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Same as any market, there are RFPs written to favor
one manufacturer over another, though the kinds of
requirements that get slipped in seems quite different
than what I see in elsewhere. Korea hosts a number
of local companies that build Windows-based video
wall controllers like Datapath’s (including our own
VAR) and sell them almost solely in Korea – and
consequently, there is a kind of Galapagos effect
related to the requirements, features and usages of
these systems.
While continuing to support our long-term,
established, large VAR customer, we added two
Distribution partners in Korea in 2020 – J inTech and
Oneed.
With the worst now hopefully behind us, how
badly has Covid affected ProAV business in
Japan?
Japan has weathered Covid-19 comparatively well,
with a few ‘soft’ lockdowns of varying degrees of
restrictions. Though as we have all learnt, with the
various and its variants, the situation is always fluid.
Even with no ‘hard’ lockdowns, retailers have
struggled and postponed investments in video walls,
so unsurprisingly sales in this area have dipped.
There are some recent signs that this segment is
picking back up, albeit slowly.
For Command & Control and similar applications,
business has held up reasonably well. Many
government projects have continued either as
normal or on delayed schedules.There has been a
somewhat modest drop in the more signage- and
presentation-focused corporate video walls.
And South Korea?
Based on market feedback and orders from local
partners, it would seem that the market like ours has
remained steady. Like Japan, Korea has avoided
many of the stricter lockdowns imposed in the West,
which has helped.
SEPTEMBER 2021
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AV integrator Front Pictures integrated 3 x Datapath Fx4 processors to power this amazing 360 experience at Gwangju
National Science Museum.in South Korean.

What is your forecast for how this will change
going forward - what are your predictions for the
remainder of 2021 and beyond?
As Japan’s vaccination program progresses, there
is reason to expect things to return to normal across
all verticals. However, the extent to which the new
‘normal’ affects investments in corporate, public, and
retail video walls remains to be seen.
It is reasonable to assume that video walls will remain
across the various flavors of command centers to
which we supply, but perhaps with an increased
element of ‘distribution’. By this I mean separating
larger walls into multiple smaller walls in different
rooms or different locations, and enabling multiple
locations to be inter-accessible in terms of content
and control.
In particular, how has Covid impacted the
corporate and education market and what has
been the AV response?
I can only speak to Datapath’s area of the AV world,
but it does seem these areas have slowed down.
Naturally, fewer workers and students have been
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visiting the offices and campuses that host AV
solutions, and the focus has been on improving the
remote experience of such ‘users’. However, I believe
that physical attendance will be again be required
to at least some degree as time goes on, meaning
that there will be a return to investment in video walls
and related technologies for sharing and streaming
content.
What is Datapath’s most recent activity
undertaken during the pandemic?
We recently had multiple VSN systems running our
WallControl10 software go into operation at a large,
mission critical highway traffic control center in the
Kanto region.
Another VSN with WallControl10/Pro has gone into
operation at the Tokyo office of a global accounting
firm. The system drives a large presentation room
LED wall and provides a signal with one or more
sources, composed in creative ways, for recording
and streaming.
Datapath
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Evolution Wireless Digital
David Missall is
Sennheiser’s Insights
Manager for Consultants
and a Technical
Application Engineer
Manager - Business
Communication. In this
interview, David talks
about the relevance
of Evolution Wireless
Digital for the AV and IT
solutions market.

Who would be typical end users in AV and IT?
This solution will find its place where ease of use
and versatility are paramount. We will see EW-D in
classrooms and on school stages, in meeting spaces
and conference rooms when you need more than one
channel of wireless microphones, but are not in need
of a fully scaled networked system with hundreds
of channels of wireless and full central monitoring
capability and analytics. This is for schools and
offices that are looking to be cost effective, reliable
and frequency-efficient, while still maintaining
excellent sound quality.

David, what sets Evolution Wireless Digital apart
in the AV and IT solutions market?
Evolution Wireless Digital offers an incredible value,
I see it as the digital silver bullet for the market,
meeting a lot of needs at an affordable price.
It works on UHF frequencies, features the latest
technology in digital wireless transmission, the ability
to set up multiple wireless channels in minutes,
and of course, superior audio quality. Add on the
automatic frequency setup via the Smart Assist
App, an input dynamic range of 134 dB – five times
more than the usual 120 dB –, low latency of 1.9
milliseconds and a transmitter battery life up to 12
hours with a rechargeable battery pack. This end-toend solution is really simplifying the workflow for AV
and IT customers.
At this price point we are offering the highest
input dynamic range, ease of use and almost zero
intermodulation between transmitters. Since there’s
negligible intermodulation, the system offers superior
efficiency in how many frequencies it can fit in a
given space, stacking them closer together and
being more resourceful within the available spectrum.
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With an app-based workflow and many professional
features under the hood, Evolution Wireless Digital is a
cost-effective solution for schools that do not require a fully
scaled networked system.

For corporate or school events, the AV teams don't
have the bandwidth to do extensive frequency scans
or battle with settings for wireless systems. These
users want a microphone system that is reliable, and
just works right away without needing to become or
call on an RF expert. For instance, businesses and
schools don’t always have a technician to monitor
their wireless network and set up their audio system
before a lecture or presentation. Evolution Wireless
Digital is all about simplicity and ease of use, so even
administrators with no formal training can plug-andplay their microphone system using their smartphone
and achieve excellent, wireless audio.
SEPTEMBER 2021
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Evolution Wireless Digital is an ideal system for corporate and school events.

We’ll also see EW-D in public tradeshows,
conferences, workshops and other presentation
spaces. While these situations don’t require
networking, there are typically dozens of wireless
systems in the same space. For example, a perfect
application would be when someone is presenting
at InfoComm or ISE. Typically, there are many other
presentations and panels taking place in different
rooms. The Evolution Wireless Digital operates
in the professional UHF band and will enable the
presenter or onsite AV support to easily get set up
with the mobile app, despite competing wireless
technologies. The system will do the frequency
scanning and coordination for you.

wireless system with uncompressed audio in the
market today, even though it was developed years
ago. We learned from this product and worked to
take the technology down to an affordable level,
without compromising on performance, which was
how we came up with the Digital 6000. We have
now distilled our learnings from this product family
into the Evolution Wireless Digital. At Sennheiser, we
are laser focused on building the finest technology
available, and then use our learnings to see how we
can add accessibility and serve new markets. In the
end, it is our business to make sure that the customer
always wins regardless of which wireless solution
they choose.

What went into the EW-D’s development?
The Evolution Wireless Digital has been a long time
coming. This is the first time for Sennheiser to have a
digital system at this price point, and that’s because
the way that Sennheiser develops wireless systems is
unique. We look at it from the top down, focusing on
how we can create the absolute best, most premium
and innovative product, and then using the learnings
from the development of the high-end product to
solve for other applications. While it is not always the
fastest go-to-market strategy, it has a proven track
record of success and has allowed us to set several
industry benchmarks.
For instance, look at our Digital 9000 wireless system.
This was where we learned to make the best – by
making the best. It was and remains the only digital
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Tech from higher Sennheiser series makes frequency
calculation a thing of the past. Whether it’s the school’s
band performing or a speech at a corporate event – the
app will scan the room and help users find the best
frequencies.
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How has Sennheiser ensured that the EW-D is
user friendly?
Before and during the development process, we
were in close contact with various end user groups
to ensure that we were intimately familiar with what
our end users like and don’t like in interacting with a
wireless system. We looked at physical interactions
of our customers with a transmitter and receiver, as
well as how they respond to the mobile application.
By involving end users from the beginning and then,
later, inviting them to rigorously test demo versions,
we took away live feedback on pain points with
system set up, gain setting and frequency selection.
We approached these pain points and eliminated
them, which led to an incredibly user-friendly
product.

INTERVIEW
automatically selects frequencies and ensures that
they are working efficiently, eliminating the frustrating
parts of wireless setup with frequency selection. And
for gain adjustment, we added so much dynamic
range (134 dB) to the transmitter itself, that you don’t
need to worry about overloading the transmitter input
stage. We took the transmitter gain adjustment out
of the equation and put it in the receiver. There is a
two-stage gain adjustment in the receiver that can be
controlled remotely from the app.
The Smart Assist app also features extensive user
guides for setup and more, adding to the ease of use
for this product.
Why should consultants take note?
Evolution Wireless Digital is another problem-solver
in their toolkit, offering their customers a digital
Sennheiser solution where there wasn’t one before.
Not everybody needs networking when considering
a wireless system. There are always scenarios
where end users need a smaller channel count with
a digital system. The EW-D is the affordable digital
solution from Sennheiser that doesn’t need to be
networked. Adding the Evolution Wireless Digital
to Sennheiser’s portfolio of options offers a wellrounded and compelling suite of solutions for the
consultant market. And for those customers in need
of a networked system, we also have the feature-rich
SpeechLine Digital Wireless solution.
This article is sponsored by Sennheiser.

The Smart Assist App guides users through the set-up of
their wireless microphone system – like an engineer in your
pocket.

Sennheiser/EW-D

For instance, getting gain setting on a transmitter
right can be tough and not too easy to adjust.
Challenges with frequency coordination is another
theme from the feedback – end users were frustrated
with having to hunt for a clear frequency and
confused about deciding on which one to go with if
there’s more than one open frequency.
We took all of this and turned it into the Evolution
Wireless Digital and the Smart Assist App. The app
SEPTEMBER 2021
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All Set for Systems Integration India Awards 2021

Category Partners
Corporate

Government

Education

Hospitality

Infotainment

Partners

Organised By

In Collaboration With

INDIA: The fourth edition of Systems Integration

India Awards will take place on 16th September
virtually. This year’s awards has been curated not
just to celebrate the excellent design and integration
of AV but also to connect, share, pay respects and
celebrate the community spirit.
The Awards itself aims to recognise outstanding
work by system integrators and consultants in five
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Supported By

Official Media

segments: Corporate, Education, Government,
Hospitality and Infotainment.
“We have had a great response in terms of
submissions and are looking forward to announce
the winners. It is energising that despite the current
situation and tight deadlines, system integrators
and consultants put in the effort to send us their
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submissions,” said Ram Bhavanashi, Director,
Shyamindira Media Networks, Co-Organiser of
SIIA.
This year’s award will include additional elements to
align itself more with the situation in India. “We have
been busy with our production company to narrate
a story that we hope will strike a chord with the AV
industry in India. We thank all those who set aside
time to be part of this production,” said David Lim,
Director, Industry Engagement, Spinworkz, CoOrganiser of SIIA.
“We also thank our partners for being part of this
initiative,” added David.

for more than 2 decades. We saw the value of this
strong opportunity in the India AV market, and have
made significant investments to drive its growth and
visibility as a leading market for AV industry,” said
Griffiths Zachariah, Associate Vice President
EMEAIO Sales & Global Alliances at ClearOne.
Gagan Verma, Executive Director-India & SAARC
from Crestron further added, “It has not been an
easy ride for the AV industry in India since midlast year. The awards highlight the resilience of the
industry despite the circumstances, and we want to
be part of that celebration and stand by the Indian
AV community during this time. Crestron has been
investing in India since 2017 and is committed to it
being a key strategic market.”

“We are pleased to be a partner of SIIA 2021 as this
is all about the AV Community in India. ClearOne has To register to view the awards virtually click HERE.
been an active member of the India AV community
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Another Successful Outing for AVnTech4Church Second Webinar

SPONSORS

ASEAN: System Integration Asia’s webinars for the

church community held under the AVnTech4Church
banner conducted its second webinar on 11th
August 2021. This time the topic was on A Deeper
Look Into Audio Systems for Hybrid Worship
Services. The webinar was once again conducted
by Robert Soo, the founder and principal consultant
of Cogent Acoustics and a familiar figure for many in
the church community in Southeast Asia.
The second webinar took a closer look at the
individual audio system components that go into the
audio system. Robert touched on critical practices
and conditions that affect the quality of a live stream
such as process workflow, parameters setting,
microphone techniques, room ambience capture
and acoustics, and a lot more. The second webinar
attracted even more registration from the church
community within the region compared to the first
webinar. There were over 500 registrants with over
300 logged on, on the day itself.
“We are pleased that what we are trying to do for
the church community in the region is garnering
so much interest. It goes to show that there is a
need for knowledge sharing. We are of course also
appreciative that our sponsors are aligned with
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our vision,” said David Lim, Director, Industry
Engagement, Spinworkz Pte Ltd.
S. Robin from the Pentecostal Church of
Singapore reinforces David’s statement. “The
webinar has been an eye-opener! Other than the
educational content, it has also highlighted wrong
practices implemented for so long. It was an
informative and practical session.”
Grace Anne Moses from SEGM Revival Church
Central Damansara Perdana and a member of
AES Malaysia Section added, “AVnTech4Church is
a hard to come by good quality webinar series. Our
church AV team was very blessed with this learning
opportunity to upskill and expand their capabilities in
audiovisual streaming technology. These webinars
are preparing us to accommodate the growing
requirements coming our way for audiovisual
technology in a church setting.”
The second webinar was sponsored by Bose,
Epson, RGBlink, Sennheiser and Shure.
The next session titled “A Deeper Look into Video
& Lighting Systems,” is planned to be held in late
September.
SEPTEMBER 2021
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Outline Adds the Sound to “Ashdod Lights”

ISRAEL: The city of Ashdod, one of Israel’s largest

international cruise and cargo ports and southern
Israel’s only outlet to the Mediterranean, through
which much of the country’s citrus crop is exported,
hosts a number of industries and a petrol refinery, but
excavations have traced this vibrant city’s roots back
to the 17th century BC.
Funded by the city’s municipality, Ashdod recently
launched “Ashdod Lights”, a tour enabling visitors
to walk round five key locations hosting high-impact
AV art installations, including video art projections
on buildings and water screens, projection mapping,
lighting and laser effects and holograms.
Tel Aviv-headquartered pro audio company Gidron
Levitan, Italian manufacturer Outline’s Israeli
distributor, was commissioned to provide the audio
systems for this high-profile project and company
owner, sound engineer and musician Eytan Gidron,
explains the brief received.
“It was for crystal-clear powerful sound covering
large areas from loudspeakers which had to be
weather-proof, as all five installations are outdoors.
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I therefore immediately suggested Outline STADIA
speakers to the audio consultant, as each Stadia
100 is actually four line array elements in one box,
specifically designed for this type of application,
thanks also to unbeatable weather resistance.”
For the projection mapping on the facade of the
Ashdod municipality building, six STADIA 100 and
six custom weather-proof DBS 18-2 subwoofers are
installed, as well as six OutSIDE-coated VEGAS 12
CX as surround speakers.
The city’s Art Museum is a high impact glassroofed pyramid hosting contemporary Israeli and
international art in its numerous galleries and halls,
including the Green Submarine gallery, dedicated
to works of environmental art made from recycled
materials. In the Museum’s entrance area, four
STADIA 28, three STSUB-215 and six VEGAS 8 CX
surround loudspeakers are deployed.
Sound at the laser show at the nearby Pisgah is
courtesy of four STADIA 100 and three custom
weather-proof Outline’s SUB 218 subwoofers. The
video projections on a water screen at the Ashdod
SEPTEMBER 2021
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times, the soundtrack is fed out by four of Outline’s
ARENA 215 CX, two STSUB-215 and four OutSIDEcoated VEGAS 12 CX on surround chores.
Outline’s unique OutSIDE weather-proof threelayer elastoplastic coating material ensures IP55
protection, resulting in systems that are impervious to
weather conditions and therefore the ideal choice for
this type of application.

Sea Park have an even greater impact thanks to two
STADIA 100 and four custom weather-proof DBS
18-2 subwoofers.
At Sea Fort, which hosts video projections on
the remains of a Roman fortress located on the
Mediterranean coast, with a spectacular 12-minute
video narrating the story of Ashdod from ancient

As well as this fundamental aspect, premium audio
quality was also obviously indispensable and on
this matter Gidron concludes, enthusing, “When my
technical support specialist Nadav Yarkoni visited
all five locations for the audio routing and fine tuning
audio he said all five had great sound quality and
consultant Amir Etkin also said he too was very
happy with the Outline systems’ sound quality!”
Outline

Signature Digital Media Façade for Optus Store
customised solution for this unique project. VuePix
AR outdoor modules were seamlessly attached to a
customised frame, creating dynamic digital arches
on both sides of the main entrance to the store.
Each digital arch is 12.5m long and 2.7m high
featuring over 2.7 million pixels. With 3.9mm pixel
pitch, the digital platform provides a perfect dynamic
canvas to display original visuals, capturing the
attention of everyone passing by and welcoming
customers to the new Optus store.

AUSTRALIA: Entwined team keeps dominating

Brisbane’s CBD retail precinct, transforming yet
another shopfront of the busy Queen Street Mall into
a stunning digital media façade.
The Optus Retail Store located in the heart of
Brisbane’s CBD has received a digital face lift,
featuring over 5.4 million creative pixels by VuePix
Infiled.The VuePix team worked closely with
Entwined engineers to design and install a fully
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Automatic brightness sensors are being used to
optimize the screen’s settings to any light conditions.
With advanced outdoor protection of the modules
& meeting stringent builders’ requirements, the
screen is ready to withstand any weather challenge,
delivering superb visual performance 24/7.
Each side of the digital façade is controlled via a
NovaStar MCTRL 5R processor.
VuePix
SEPTEMBER 2021
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Liberty Church Bangkok Installs Asia’s First L-Acoustics K3

Despite the fact the newly launched L-Acoustics
K3 was not available for a demo at the time, Mr
Mongkolkosol turned to Soundvision 3D software
with the help of L-Acoustics Director of Application,
Alvin Koh, designing four unique configurations for
the church, including one using K3. “The Liberty
Church team knew that all L-Acoustics products
would give them the same high quality and the same
sonic signature,” Mr Mongkolsol explains. “With
Soundvision, the committee could easily see how
each system would perform and they were confident
that K3 would give them the same sonic signature
they loved, that it would cover the whole vast
audience area, and that it would do so within their
budget.”

THAILAND: New premises for a house of worship

are always a sign of new beginnings and are often
the result of a growing congregation. Both are true
for Liberty Church Bangkok. Founded in 1976 by
Pastor Anuparp Wichitnantana, Liberty Church first
served a congregation of just 40 people in Bangkok.
More recently, the Liberty community had occupied
a space that accommodated 1,000 congregants.
Today, the church has moved into a purpose-built,
2,000 square metre auditorium that welcomes 3,000
worshippers – the largest worship space ever built in
The Land of Smiles. What hasn’t changed from the
beginning, and what has fuelled consistent growth
at Liberty is their Sunday services that feature a
dynamic mix of evangelical songs and live music.
As building construction began in early 2020,
the church committee began to explore their
options for a new world-class sound system that
would serve the congregation’s needs for years
to come. The committee held demos of three
different brands, inviting local Certified Provider,
Vision One to showcase their L-Acoustics systems.
Vision One Chief Operating Officer Tanapat “Tony”
Mongkolkosol and his team presented the new
L-Acoustics A Series. Later, Vision One was invited
back to demo the Kara II line array, and it was then
that Pastor Anuparp and his committee concluded
that the L-Acoustics signature sound was what they
wanted for their congregation.
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Mr Mongkolkosol and his team at Vision One
installed a L/R system of nine L-Acoustics K3 per
side with two Kara II down, along with four KS28
subs flown behind. One A15 Focus and Wide each
are flown as out-fills, while alone A15 Wide serves
as centre fill. As front fill for the first few VIP rows,
Vision One embedded 14 5XT across the stage,
taking advantage of the coaxial speakers’ zerominimum listening distance capabilities. Finally, four
L-Acoustics X12 coaxial, multi-purpose speakers
serve as stage monitors for the live band. The risers
of the X12 allow for an adjustable monitoring angle,
providing a comfortable foldback system for Pastor
Anuparp’s sermons.
With a complete system ready to serve the
congregation, Mr. Mongkolkosol says that the church
committee and its sound engineers are impressed
and pleased with the final sound. “The vast space is
fully covered by L-Acoustics consistent and pristine
sound quality. We at Vision One are proud to help
Pastor Anuparp continue his mission of devotion in
this blessed setting. We hope that the Liberty Church
congregation continues to flourish in the years to
come.”
Vision One
L-Acoustics
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Pixel Power integrates SRT into StreamMaster and joins SRT Alliance
circuit. That is why it has
rapidly become a mainstay
of online connectivity for
professional video. As a
codec-agnostic standard, it
gives Pixel Power complete
flexibility to match our
solution to the requirements.”

GLOBAL: Pixel Power, the global leader in graphics

and software defined master control playout, has
announced that it has joined the SRT Alliance, the
open-source initiative dedicated to overcoming the
challenges of low-latency video streaming. The move
will support Pixel Power’s flexible solutions for master
control playout with fully integrated graphics and
branding.
The SRT Alliance, founded by Haivision in April
2017, already has more than 500 members. Its
mission is to overcome the challenges of low-latency
live streaming by supporting the collaborative
development of SRT (Secure Reliable Transport), the
fastest growing open source streaming project. SRT
is a free open source video transport protocol and
technology stack originally developed and pioneered
by Haivision, which enables the delivery of highquality and secure, low-latency video across the
public internet.

StreamMaster is a suite of
software products that allow
a user to build master control
playout and automation
solutions to their precise
needs. Expanding on Pixel
Power’s 30-year history in
premium quality broadcast
graphics and branding,
it includes pre-packaged offerings for specific
tasks like branding and promos, or allows the user
to configure up to a complete channel playout
system. StreamMaster is software-defined and can
be deployed on-premise, in a data centre or in the
public cloud, using the same software, same licence
and with identical performance.
“By joining the SRT Alliance, Pixel Power is part of
an industry movement to improve the way the world
streams video,” said Suso Carrillo, Director of the
SRT Alliance for Haivision. “This provides active
support to the movement for the world’s biggest
broadcasters and enterprise streaming workflows,
recognising it as it becomes the de facto standard
for low-latency internet streaming.”
PixelPower
SRT Alliance

“We have fully integrated Open SRT into our
StreamMaster integrated playout software,” said
James Gilbert, CEO of Pixel Power. “SRT does what
its name suggests – it provides a secure way to
transport content over the public internet, minimising
the effects of packet loss and other impacts on the
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Terence Teng is the New CEO for IHSE Asia Pacific

APAC: Terence Teng has been During the last year, Mr Teng has shown strong and

the General Manager at IHSE
for the past 8 years and has
built a solid representation
in Asia. In recognition of
that, IHSE has announced
that Terence Teng has been
promoted to be the new CEO
of IHSE GmbH Asia Pacific.
With over 20 years of experience and a thorough
understanding of solution selling, channel
management and strategic marketing, having held
key positions in KVM, Broadcast and IT industries,
he has built a strong team in Asia consisting of
sales, marketing, technical, finance as well as a wide
network of loyal partners across the Asia Pacific
Region.

steady leadership by keeping his team motivated
and business relations committed. With his team,
he recently established the new and innovative
IHSE Experience Centre in IHSE Singapore office to
host both physical and virtual guests, an important
milestone for IHSE Asia Pacific.

“I would like to express my sincere gratitude to Dr
Enno Littmann, CEO IHSE, and the IHSE Board
for providing me with this opportunity. I am very
honoured and excited to continue to lead IHSE Asia
with our newly established offices in South Korea and
China,” said Terence.
“We wish Terence all the best for his new position
and are looking forward to further success stories,”
commented Dr Enno Littmann, CEO IHSE GmbH.
IHSE

AUDAC Hires Frederic Cresson as Sales Manager EMEA Region
EMEA: Belgian pro audio

manufacturer, AUDAC, is
delighted to announce
Frederic Cresson as
Sales Manager for
the EMEA region.
By working with
AUDAC’s partners
at all levels,
Frederic will
be responsible
for expanding
AUDAC’s market
share and increasing
the company's sales
network in Europe,
the Middle-East &
Africa region. Prior to
joining AUDAC, Frederic was the EMEA Sales and
Marketing manager at Allen & Heath UK where he
build up a wealth of knowledge in pro audio.
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Mark Asselberghs, International Sales Director at
AUDAC, states: “We are excited to welcome Frederic
to the AUDAC team. His experience and diverse
technical knowledge will be a huge asset to the team,
giving us the ability to better service our customers.
We welcome him to his new role and wish him every
success“
Frederic comments, “I am very excited to start my
new role as sales manager in the EMEA region with
a view to helping our customers” meet their ever
demanding goals and objectives, whilst sharing
the details of AUDAC’s latest technology and
innovations. I am looking forward to continuing to
develop my current relationships, and building new
ones with all the customers in my region.”
Audac
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First Astera NYX Bulb Installation in Australia

AUSTRALIA: The first Astera NYX Bulb installation

in Australia has been completed by Elite Event
Technology at One22, a brand-new music-driven bar
and night entertainment concept in a meticulously
reimagined space that has long served night and
party people in Canberra.
Owned by the same team who also run the popular
and successful Fiction Club and Fact Bar, ACT’s
largest club, One22’s new lighting design includes
60 x Astera NYX bulbs in an individually mapped
ceiling art piece.
Formally Mr Wolf nightclub, EET had supplied a
previous long term rental audio and lighting rig in the
space and also have a sizable installation in Fiction
and Fact, so there was already a strong connection
with both the new owners and the landmark Sydney
Building (as it is named).

idea of multiple hanging pendant style lampshades
around the room, so Darren took that as a starting
point and developed the NYX bulb installation –
which can change colour and be chased creating
beautiful fluid kinetic effects – from there.
Having invested steadily in Astera products over the
last year – all supplied by Australian & New Zealand
distributor, ULA Group – Darren had been keen to
use the NYX bulb since its launch mid-2020. Now
was his chance!
The entire 400+ square metre venue is lit with the 60
x NYX Bulbs plus LED strips which accentuate the
walls, coves, and other architectural detail.

EET’s Darren Russell was invited to create a fresh
new lighting look to match the eye-catching raw
industrial chic of One22’s interior design, and integral
to this is the NYX bulb roof installation.

The Sydney Building in which One22 is housed
is heritage listed and one of Canberra’s original
landmarks. It has exposed timber roof trusses which
are already striking looking, so 60 individual E27
thread lamp bases of varying lengths have been
installed and secured from these, each fitted with
a NYX Bulb and a different – random – retro-styled
shade.

“The client wanted to be able to change the mood
and dynamic of the venue instantly and drastically
but without having any roof trusses full of lighting and
rigging,” explained Darren. They already had the

The NYX Bulbs are controlled via a ChamSys
MagicQ PC with data fed to the bulbs via a Lumen
Radio wireless network. The club has an iPad in an
iPort ‘ruggedised’ induction charging case which is
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running on a dedicated enterprise-class mesh Wi-Fi
network also installed by EET.
The ChamSys remote app on the iPad is used to
access pre-programmed pages so the duty manager
can select a variety of different lighting looks
and effects to suit the mood and the music of the
moment.
“NYX Bulb was a perfect solution in this scenario,”
stated Darren, “providing enough flexibility and
control to create great effects without having to fill the
roof with trussing and theatrical style luminaires.”

Everyone is blown away by the NYX Bulb installation
and its impact which is getting plenty of attention.
The new venue – welcome news to a hospitality
/ entertainment battered and bruised by the
coronavirus pandemic – features a selection of
house and guest DJs playing live and is now open
Wednesdays through Saturdays from 4 p.m. until the
early hours. It offers a superlative mash of sounds for
ravers, dance enthusiasts and night owls embracing
a heady mix of funk, soul, jazz, hip hop, disco, house,
and techno to smooth in the sunrise.
Photos: Darren Russell

Astera

SynAudCon and S.I. Asia Join Hands to Encourage Knowledge Upgrading
Thomas continues, “Pat Brown,
the developer and instructor for
the training, always keeps up with
current audio trends and updates his
training accordingly. With COVID-19,
he has translated the in-person
training to the online platform.”

SynAudCon, the leader in audio training, has joined
hands with Systems Integration Asia magazine to
encourage knowledge upgrading for professionals
and end-users who work in the AV realm. Asia and
Middle East readers of the magazine can now
take advantage of a 25% discount on the online
courses offered by SynAudCon by using the
promo code SIASIA.
“SynAudCon is a renowned name in audio training
and System Integration has an ongoing relationship
with SynAudCon. We have brought Pat and Brenda
Brown to Singapore twice and to the Philippines for
audio training. The response for the training has
always been very positive,” says Thomas Prakasam,
Publisher/Editorial Director, Systems Integration Asia.
SEPTEMBER 2021

Pat Brown states, “We are extremely
pleased to have this opportunity to
work with System Integration Asia.
Thomas understands the importance
of education and we consider it a
real privilege to work with him.”
There are currently ten online courses designed to
enhance audio competence. The courses range
from Sound System Essentials to DSP, Equalization,
Sound Reinforcement for Designers, Speech
Intelligibility for Public Address Systems, Revit
for AV Systems and more. The courses includes
instructional videos, lectures, demos, interactive
calculators, and case studies; providing a wellrounded, multi-faceted learning experience. Video
transcriptions, a reference manual, and selfevaluation quizzes are also included in the course
purchase.
SynAudCon
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Electro-Voice & Dynacord impress on “The Roof of Indochina”

VIETNAM: A sound reinforcement solution

from Electro-Voice and Dynacord is enhancing
the experience for visitors to Fansipan Peak, an
expansive religious and tourist attraction at the top
of the tallest mountain in Vietnam. The complex
stretching across the peak features traditional
Buddhist temples, the world’s longest three-line
cable car system, a funicular railway and viewing
platforms with awe-inspiring views across the
surrounding Hoàng Liên mountain range and Hoàng
Liên National Park – all attracting millions of tourists
and travelers. Combining the strengths of ElectroVoice loudspeakers and Dynacord power amplifiers,
Truong Thinh Sound – Light Equipment JSC installed
a system that would provide impeccable audio for
live performances and religious activities while also
withstanding the harsh conditions at 3143 meters
above sea level.
In its new home atop the mountain known as “The
Roof of Indochina”, the solution handles the full range
of elements that nature throws at it, from extreme
cold down to -8°C and humidity up to 100%, along
with heavy rain, wind, fog, hail and snow, all while
delivering wide, even coverage across the outdoor
areas for the music that accompanies the year-round
program of traditional dance performances and
other festivities. To achieve this, the team at Truong
Thinh recommended the fiberglass versions of all
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the EV loudspeakers, weatherized and IP55-rated
for direct-exposure outdoor environments. A total of
20 X1i 12” two-way line-array models are available
for deployment on mobile trussing anywhere around
the complex, with array size selected according to
the application. The X1i provides wide bandwidth,
vertical and horizontal directivity control, and high
efficiency in a compact, cost-effective package. Low
frequency support is via eight X12i-128 subwoofers.
Just six Dynacord IPX20:4 power amplifiers (4 x 5000
W) drive the X1i system.
Six EVF 12” two-way full-range models with a 90° x
60° rotatable waveguide design supply near-field
and medium-throw coverage, installed at the very
top of the peak where the national flag of Vietnam is
planted. Powered by a pair of Dynacord L3600FD
(2 x 1800 W) amplifiers, the EVF models further
elevate the vistor experience and support national
ceremonies at the peak.
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With the installation taking place at the top of the
highest peak in the region, accessibility of the site
and transport of the equipment provided obvious
challenges. Thanks to the Guinness world recordholding cable car that takes tourists up to the
complex – and the dedication of the Truong Thinh
team – the popular tourist attraction is now equipped
with an audio solution that exceeds all expectations
for is possible on top of a mountaintop – both in
terms of sound quality and weather resistance and
has demonstrated the ability to withstand harsh
environment conditions at Fansipan Peak.

NEWS
“We are very pleased with the professional audio
systems by Electro-Voice and Dynacord operated on
Fansipan, even in extreme weather conditions and
at a height of more than 3100 meters,” says Phan
Tat Thang, Vice President of Fansipan Sa Pa co.,
Ltd. “Furthermore, without the valuable assistance
from the enthusiastic and experienced team of
Truong Thinh Sound – Light Equipment JSC, the
project would have not been completed to this high
standard.”
Electro-Voice

		

Dynacord

Baidu Live House Installed with NEXT-proaudio
Mr Wu bought a NEXT-proaudio sound system from
Germany.
With his familiarity with NEXT-proaudio products and
careful planning and simulation of the sound field,
Mr. Wu personally designed, selected, and setup the
system at Baidu Live House. The main PA consists
a line array of 3 LA122+LA122w on each side. The
matching sub-frequency are 2 LAs118 also flown and
16 Las418G on the ground to deliver the ultra-low
frequencies.

CHINA: Senior sound engineer Wu Rongzong was

invited to upgrade the system for the famous Baidu
Live House. The owner requested to create a topnotch sound field effect on an international scale, and
Mr Wu immediately thought about NEXT-proaudio
system that he has known for a very well for a long
time.
Wu Rongzong has been engaged in live sound
reinforcement and fixed installation for more than
30 years. More than ten years ago, Mr Wu was
recommended by a friend in Germany and learned
about NEXT-proaudio sound reinforcement system
from Portugal. The abundant and delicate energy
and enthusiastic sense of music immediately moved
him. At that time, there was no agent in China, so
SEPTEMBER 2021

Two LA122+LA122w were used as a delay system.
The side field fill uses the most classic point source
X series, with two X15 in total. There are also 2
LAm114xA as stage monitors. In order to ensure the
best results from the system, the power amplifiers
used were the Powersoft X series recommended by
the manufacturer - NEXT-proaudio.
As a representative of the company, Li Bin from
Real Music Acoustics concluded: “The company
has always maintained a high degree of brands.
Our general manager Richie Wang’s unique vision
in product selection has brought us many popular
products. These products should always be “high
quality products” for us to gain a foothold in the
market. This time, Mr. Wu also found us for this
product based on the recognition of the products.
The final results are really amazing!”
NEXT-proaudio
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Electro-Voice Launches MTS Series Point-source Loudspeaker Systems for Large Venues
dB peak (music) and 154 dB peak (speech) down
to 55 Hz at -10 dB; the 40 x 30 models are capable
of 152 dB peak (music) and 155 dB peak (speech)
down to 50 Hz at -10 dB. Each version is available
with black or white finish, and each is available in a
partially weatherized (PW) version for sheltered use
or in a fully weatherized (FW) version for full exposure
to the elements. All MTS loudspeakers have an IP55
rating, indicating that they are highly impervious to
dust and water ingress.

Electro-Voice is expanding its portfolio of sound
solutions for stadiums and sports venues with the
global introduction of the MTS series of full-range,
high-output, long-throw, point-source loudspeaker
systems. Each MTS model is equipped with four
15" woofers and dual coaxial mid/high frequency
compression drivers. The system is capable of
generating more than 151 dB peak SPL with exact
directivity for very-long-throw applications.
MTS represents a truly holistic approach to
loudspeaker design. Loudspeaker geometry,
complementary amplifier matching, and digital
processing are computer-optimized to ensure
precisely distributed SPL that remains balanced and
controlled throughout the entire coverage area –
even at full output. Four slot-loaded, high efficiency
low-frequency drivers are symmetrically coupled to
the same full-range waveguide as the compression
drivers to create a true point-source with substantial
bass response, eliminating the need for additional
subwoofers in many applications.
The MTS series includes sixteen unique models.
These are based on two standard three-way
configurations (MTS-4153) with 60° x 40° or 40° x 30°
coverage, and two cardioid configurations (MTS6154) that provide the same coverage patterns with
enhanced low-frequency directional control. The 60°
x 40° models can deliver extremely high SPLs: 151
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The MTS series leverages EV’s engineering
resources as part of the Bosch Group. The
loudspeakers were designed using exclusive
High-Performance Computing (HPC) clusters,
running proprietary modeling software designed
by EV engineers. The engineering team iterated
hundreds of FEA simulations to achieve ideal system
performance. This work led to new EV technologies,
including the dual lossless Hydra waveform converter
that that drives a large constant directivity waveguide
with a coherent arc source, ensuring pattern control
to below 350 Hz.
The launch of MTS brings an evolution of EV’s
pioneering manifold loudspeaker technology and
MH horn technology to advanced levels of audio
performance. Manifold technology describes a
method for acoustically combining the output of
multiple transducers. EV pioneered this approach
decades ago for high-frequency compression drivers
and has refined the technology for both the coaxial
compression drivers and the low-frequency drivers in
these speakers.
MTS is engineered for use with amplification and
processing from Dynacord as part of a SONICUEdriven hardware/software ecosystem, for costeffective and energy-efficient system design with
unique performance optimization and system
protection features. Proprietary speaker settings and
limiter functions ensure exceptional performance
with long-term reliability at extremely high output
levels. A complete package of design files is
provided for advanced acoustical and mechanical
system simulation in venues. Electro-Voice PREVIEW
SEPTEMBER 2021
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Loudspeaker Software is the fastest and most
accurate way to create acoustic designs with MTS,
including those that augment the full-range MTS
models with the recommended X12i-128 dual-18”
subwoofer.
While line array solutions have become more
common in stadium installations over the past few
years, they are not always the ideal solution. For
example, broadband vertical control and high output
can only be achieved with a greater overall array
height. These longer arrays require correspondingly
more amplifier channels and can interfere with
sightlines. MTS reliably provides precise coverage
control in both the horizontal and the vertical aspects,
without sacrificing sound quality or SPL. Typically,
an MTS installation will involve fewer cable runs,
lower installed weight, less complex rigging, and
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fewer amplifier channels for equivalent performance.
This positions MTS as a go-to solution, providing the
highest possible value to the customer.
With every detail geared towards addressing the
most demanding requirements of consultants,
integrators and installers specializing in large
performance venues – ranging from school football
fields and regional arenas to the largest international
stadiums – MTS brings to bear its stunning acoustic
performance with superior control, coverage and
clarity, setting the next standard in stadium sound.
MTS design files are available now for project
planning. MTS begins shipping in Q4 2021. Talk to
your regional EV rep for more details on availability.
Electro-Voice
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Magewell Introduces Centralized Encoder, Decoder and Stream Management Software
same model. Administrators can
also group devices together and
assign permissions for different
devices or groups.

Magewell Cloud UI Device Management

Magewell Introduces Centralized Encoder, Decoder
and Stream Management Software
Video interface and IP workflow innovator Magewell
has released its new Magewell Cloud multi-device
management software. Available free of charge for
installation on an on-premises server or cloud hosting
platform, the Magewell Cloud software provides
centralized configuration and control of multiple
Magewell IP encoders and decoders plus powerful
stream management features including protocol
conversion and SRT gateway functionality.
One management platform for many Magewell
devices: Magewell Cloud supports remote
management of all of the company’s current
hardware solutions for streaming and IP conversion.
These include the Ultra Stream family of live
streaming and recording appliances; the recentlyintroduced Ultra Encode series of universal live
media encoders; and the Pro Convert portfolio of
encoders and decoders for bridging traditional video
and audio signals with IP media networks using NDI
technology and other popular protocols.
Once the Magewell hardware devices have been
registered to a Magewell Cloud installation, users can
remotely configure device parameters, monitor the
status of each device, trigger operational functions –
such as starting or stopping encoding – and perform
batch firmware upgrades across multiple units of the
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Simplifying SRT streaming:
Magewell Cloud simplifies one-tomany or many-to-many streaming
with the Secure Reliable Transport
(SRT) protocol by serving as
an SRT gateway. SRT-capable
Magewell devices – including
Ultra Encode universal live media
encoders and Pro Convert multiformat IP decoders – and third-party SRT products
can connect to Magewell Cloud rather than directly
to each other. This eliminates the need to allocate
public, static IP addresses for each SRT device, as
only the Magewell Cloud software installation needs
to be accessible over the internet to enable SRT
streaming between multiple endpoints.
While the SRT protocol enables secure, reliable,
low-latency transmission even over unpredictable
networks such as the public internet, many legacy
encoders and decoders do not directly support SRT.
The Magewell Cloud platform can convert streams bidirectionally between RTMP and SRT, allowing users
to take advantage of the robustness of SRT within
their workflows while providing compatibility with a
broader range of devices and software.
Flexible deployment: Magewell Cloud is delivered
as a Docker container, enabling deployment on
Windows, Linux, and MacOS computing platforms
with minimal configuration requirements. Customers
can run Magewell Cloud on their own private server
or public cloud infrastructure such as Amazon Web
Services (AWS) or Microsoft Azure, and can view the
host platform’s CPU, memory, and network usage
through Magewell Cloud’s browser-based GUI.
The Magewell Cloud software is now in beta testing,
with general availability expected later in Q3.
Magewell
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grandMA3 onPC Rack-unit: The All-round Lighting Control Solution for Installations
a keyboard and up to two external
monitors can be connected for the
direct control of 2 048 parameters. In
combination with other onPC products,
this can be extended to a maximum of 4
096 parameters.

The 19” grandMA3 onPC rack-unit is a perfect
lighting control solution for fixed installations like
theatres, shopping malls, TV/streaming studios or
houses of worship, or for a reliable grandMA3 lighting
control system backup solution. It can also be
implemented as a stand-alone lighting control system
for shows that run automatically, due to external
triggers or the Agenda function, e.g. in a theme park
or for an architectural lighting scheme.
The latest grandMA3 onPC software version 1.5
is already pre-installed on a powerful computer
so all the features and software functionality of
the grandMA3 console are at hand. A mouse,

It is not only a powerful control solution,
but also an optimal playback device. All
relevant connections, DMX out/inputs,
MIDI in/out, Timecode and DC remote for direct use
are already built in. This makes the 19” grandMA3
onPC rack-unit a perfect solution for any installation
project!
It is possible to combine the grandMA3 onPC rackunit with a grandMA3 onPC command wing and/or
up to two grandMA3 onPC fader wings to control or
pre-program a show. In addition, it can act as a fullyfledged and reliable backup unit in your grandMA3
lighting control system.
MA Lighting

New TouchLink Interface Delivers 4K Video and and Control in a Compact Package
convenience of PoE, which allows it to receive power
and communication over a single Ethernet cable.

Extron is pleased to introduce the TLI Pro 201
TouchLink Interface. The TLI Pro 201 allows a
third-party 4K touchscreen display to be used as a
point of control within an Extron IP Link Pro or Pro
xi control system. This unique interface includes a
scaled HDCP 2.2-compliant HDMI input for video
preview, supporting resolutions up to 4K/30. The
scaled output supports signal resolutions up to
4K/30 at 4:4:4. The TLI Pro 201 has an embedded
universal interactive display driver that supports
most touchscreens. In addition, it also features the
SEPTEMBER 2021

“The new TLI Pro 201 builds on the success of
the TLI Pro 101 by adding a number of significant
functional upgrades,” says Casey Hall, Vice
President of Worldwide Sales and Marketing at
Extron. “In addition to supporting 4K video, we even
shrank its size to a 1/2 rack, 1" low profile enclosure."
As with all TouchLink Pro touchpanels, the TLI Pro
201 operates using a standard network infrastructure
and is easy to install with reliable and cost effective
Ethernet cable. All TouchLink Pro products are
customized using Extron GUI Designer software.
This powerful interface design software offers readyto-use resource kits to help design a wide variety of
interfaces for rooms and presentation environments.
Extron TLI Pro
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Atlona Announces Cost-Effective Wallplate HDMI and USB Extender for Classrooms
and Small Meeting Spaces
plus two ports for peripherals at the receiver,
the extender can easily integrate a PC and
speakerphone or microphone near the presenter
with a camera or soundbar at a wall-mounted
display elsewhere in the room. The kit can also
provide AV and USB extension for a touchenabled display, enabling remote PC control at
a lectern or other location.

Atlona, a Panduit company, is making inconspicuous
AV and USB signal extension even more affordable
for classrooms and small meeting rooms with the
launch of the AT-OME-EX-WP-KIT-LT wallplate
extender. Available immediately, the new transmitter/
receiver kit extends 4K/UHD HDMI video, embedded
audio, power, control signals, and USB data over
HDBaseT for video conferencing, distance learning,
and many other applications.
The newest extension product in Atlona’s Omega
Series of AV integration solutions for modern
workspaces and meeting environments, the OMEEX-WP-KIT-LT offers the rich core functionality of
Atlona’s popular AT-OME-EX-WP-KIT in a lowerpriced configuration optimized for small spaces with
shorter extension requirements.
The OME-EX-WP-KIT-LT extends 1080p60 HDMI and
USB data signals up to 230 feet (70 meters) over
HDBaseT, while 4K/UHD HDMI video – at 60 Hz with
4:2:0 chroma subsampling, or 30 Hz with 4:4:4 –
can be extended up to 130 feet (40 meters). HDCP
2.2 compliance enables the transport of protected
content.

The kit’s included AT-OME-EX-TX-WPLT transmitter features a space-efficient,
U.S. single-gang wallplate form factor with
interchangeable black and white trim kits,
enabling inconspicuous, flush-mount installation
into walls and floor boxes or furniture such as
lecterns and desks. The corresponding AT-OME-EXRX-LT receiver measures just one inch high and can
be installed discreetly behind a display or above a
projector with included surface mounting hardware.
Power for the transmitter is supplied remotely over
HDBaseT from the receiver, simplifying wiring while
maximizing installation flexibility. An LED indicator
on the transmitter enables quick visual confirmation
of the HDBaseT link between the transmitter and
receiver, while a free software utility provides realtime link status plus detailed HDBaseT and HDMI
signal information.
Like other Omega Series solutions, the OME-EX-WPKIT-LT is backed by Atlona’s award-winning 10-year
limited product warranty.
Atlona OME-EX-WP-KIT-LT

The OME-EX-WP-KIT-LT’s USB 2.0 extension
capabilities make it ideal for soft codec and webbased conferencing applications. Supporting a host
PC and one peripheral device at the transmitter
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Ashly Audio Upgrades Free AquaControl Software

Ashly Audio has once again upgraded its
AquaControl software suite – and again, Ashly is
making the upgrade free-of-charge. One of the major
upgrades in the update is a virtualized version of
the company’s popular, intuitive, and elegant WR-5
remote.
“The WR-5 remote is one of the most popular
accessories added to systems featuring Ashly
solutions,” said Noel Larson, EVP of Sales and
Marketing at Ashly Audio. “It is constantly praised as
an intuitive addition to an audio system that makes
life easier for the end-user. The reason we virtualized
the WR-5 within the AquaControl software stems
back to our promise of being more innovative with
our product line.”
The virtual WR-5 remote operates on commonly used
touchscreen devices, allowing end-users to quickly
and easily control their on-site audio systems with the
tap of a digital button.
SEPTEMBER 2021

The software also includes additional notifications for
preset recall and import, improvements to tips and
warnings, and the ability to save and load individual
presets to and from files and templates.
The upgraded software is part of Ashly’s commitment
to long-term support of its overall audio solutions
platform. In April, Ashly announced an overhaul of its
ducker within the AquaControl software that brings
improved flexibility and smoothness of operation,
free from incorrect triggering and uncomfortable
volume changes. This enabled greater customization
of priority signal management to deliver a better
customer experience in schools, hotels, retail stores,
and restaurants.
The upgrades are part of AquaControl firmware
release v1.2.4, available as a free download at this
link: www.ashly.com/firmware-updates Ashly
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Xilica Launches Gio Networked AV Interfaces

Xilica, a global AV technology provider focused on
driving authentic interaction, has launched Xilica Gio,
a range of three networked endpoints for bridging
personal devices to installed AV systems. The initial
Xilica Gio series features three Dante interface
products for USB, Bluetooth and XLR connectivity
within collaborative and reconfigurable AV
environments. All three Xilica Gio interfaces will drive
greater adoption of bring-your-own-meeting (BYOM)
strategies, and extend the use of installed AV
systems in a variety of networked AV environments.
Xilica’s Gio USB and Gio Bluetooth products are
focused specifically on the needs of modern
corporate and education customers, and bridge the
gap between communications peripherals such as
laptops, tablets and smartphones, and the networked
AV system. Both products offer a single cable
installation for both power and data, removing any
complexity necessary to integrate personal devices
with AV and UC applications, and extend Dante
audio signals across installed IT networks.
Xilica Gio USB extends USB audio from in-room PCs,
laptops, or UC peripherals within a meeting space
or classroom. Installed underneath a table or behind
the display, Gio USB transports two-way USB audio
over Ethernet using Dante technology. A presenter
or lecturer can now build entire BYOM experiences
around a laptop, and within hybrid UC environments
Gio USB will bridge the entire local installed audio
system into the UC meeting room experience.
This enables the presenter to seamlessly bring
in-room and remote audiences together with clear,
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high-quality audio. In addition, Gio USB supports
centralized processing applications by enabling USB
transport over network infrastructure from meeting
rooms and classrooms to the Xilica Solaro FR1-D
processor located in remote IDF closets.
Xilica Gio Bluetooth provides a similar wireless,
networked AV experience for a more diverse range
of use cases. In addition to further simplifying
collaborative and BYOM experiences from
smartphones and mobile devices, Xilica Gio
Bluetooth brings greater flexibility to streaming
media applications, supporting background music
(BGM) and media playback through installed AV
systems. This device enables flexible options for both
business and entertainment in communal spaces,
such as ballrooms, auditoriums and general purpose
areas. Using Bluetooth 5.0 Class 2 technology,
Gio Bluetooth can fully support nearly any BYOD
scenario with extended range, reliable connectivity
and high-fidelity audio.
The Xilica Gio Bluetooth module fits into standard
US single-gang Decora wall-plates to seamlessly
match existing décor, with a separate variant
available for UK and EU wall boxes. Xilica has added
advanced security features to address Bluetooth
security concerns, including configurable PIN codes,
automatic and selectable pairing modes, custom
device naming, and protection against accidental
connections.
Xilica Gio XLR brings the same flexible Danteenabled connectivity to accommodate larger
spaces and special events. Users can easily extend
SEPTEMBER 2021
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installed AV systems over IP across multiple rooms
and event spaces (divisible ballrooms, lecture
halls, auditoriums) to support all-hands meetings,
trainings and staged events. Featuring two-in, twoout Neutrik XLR connections, the Gio XLR interface
bridges microphones, loudspeakers and other
installed components with the facility’s networked
audio system, while centralizing Xilica Solaro DSP
processing for all networked spaces.
Collectively, the Xilica Gio series represents Xilica’s
latest advances in IT standards adoption. “We have
realized AV/IT convergence as an industry, and must

SOLUTIONS UPDATE
now adapt to IT industry standards,” said Shaun
Robinson, Vice President, Product Management,
Xilica. “The Xilica Gio series represents our nextgeneration of AV/IT products that can be treated
like any other network device, and live on traditional
network and switch infrastructure using a single
Category cable without requiring special attention.
Our customers can now deploy an entire meeting
space or classroom solution without the heavy lifting
of traditional AV systems.”
Xilica

New Updates to Dante Domain Manager AV Network Management Tool Deliver
Greater Value and Customization for Any Size System
in packs of 20, 50 or 100, and provide additional
domains.
“This change helps our customers get just the
right size Dante Domain Manager package with
flexibility to scale as they grow,” says Neil Phillips,
Sr. Product Manager at Audinate. “Many smaller
installations can benefit just as much from Dante
Domain Manager as larger ones, and now it’s
easier than ever to get the security and control that
AV managers need.”
Dante Domain Manager version 1.2 improves how
AV and IT managers use and maintain their Dantebased AV networks, while supporting a new, more
flexible range of purchase options.
All editions of Dante Domain Manager are now
expandable to accommodate growing needs
for Dante nodes or Dante domains and features
previously reserved for Platinum customers are
now available as add-ons to the Silver and Gold
editions. Additionally, the base versions of the
Silver and Gold editions now support twice as many
nodes right out of the box: Silver now supports
20 Dante nodes, and Gold supports 100 nodes.
Additional nodes may be purchased at any time
SEPTEMBER 2021

Dante Domain Manager version 1.2 is available for
immediate download. Existing customers can take
advantage of new editions if they have a Support
and Maintenance agreement in place. All Dante
Domain Manager licenses are perpetual and nonexpiring.
New Dante Domain Manager Editions:
Dante Domain Manager Silver edition – 2 Dante
domains, 20 Dante nodes: US$995
Dante Domain Manager Gold edition - 10 Dante
domains, 100 Dante nodes: US$3995
Dante Domain Manager Platinum edition – 50 Dante
domains, 250 Dante nodes: US$9995
Dante Domain Manager
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Renkus-Heinz Brings Flexibility and Interoperability to Iconyx Compact Series with
Audinate’s Dante
The new Renkus-Heinz RD1 lineup
completes the Iconyx Compact
Series portfolio – a line that first
launched in 2020 as a response to
integrators seeking coherent and
steerable sound solutions in highly
problematic acoustic spaces. With
its compact footprint, the series
brings performance and directivity
to spaces where even the classic
Iconyx arrays might be too large.

The very narrow profile allows the Iconyx
Compact Series to blend into nearly any
environment, while exceptional directivity
helps control even the most challenging
acoustics. This brings the premium
performance of beam-steered line arrays
to even the most architecturally sensitive
spaces and provides more opportunities
for integration in the house of worship,
corporate, transportation, education, and
government markets.

The -RD1 models add improved
interoperability and flexibility through
Dante audio-over-IP functionality.
They also bring new control options
with integration into Crestron’s
remote control solutions and
environments.

The new products also offer full RHAON
II beam-steering with the latest U.R.G.O
beam algorithms, a movable acoustic
center, multiple beam opening angles
and high-pass filtering of individual
beams. That means all the fidelity and
musicality expected of a Renkus-Heinz
product – just found in a footprint 40
percent smaller than the classic Iconyx.

“The -RD1 versions allow for quick,
cost effective, and easy integration
using Audinate’s highly integrated
Dante Ultimo chip,” said Graham
Hendry, Vice President of Strategic
Development at Renkus-Heinz. “The
Ultimo platform is perfect for the
smaller footprint Iconyx Compact
Series where the diminutive
dimensions also mean there is a
need for more space-constrained
network devices featuring a lower
channel count. The -RD1 ICC
family supports all the features
that have driven widespread
adoption of Dante technology:
auto-discovery of devices, labelbased routing of signals, true plugand-play operation, and superb
audio performance over standard
networks.”
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The included wall-mount brackets make
mounting easy and is nearly invisible
behind the arrays. Standard RN units
have analog and AES inputs.
Renkus Heinz Iconyx Compact Series
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L-Acoustics SB10i Subwoofer Delivers Big Low-End from Ultra-Compact Package
with L-Acoustics X4i and 5XT ultracompact coaxial speakers, the
new sub has an elegantly discreet
design, and is available in RAL
colours, making it a prime choice for
high-end residential and commercial
environments, and sophisticated
hospitality settings, sports luxury
boxes, museum installs, and much
more.

L-Acoustics has launched its newest addition to
the SB lineup, the SB10i. Delivering the same sonic
signature of the company’s much larger subs, but
from a vastly scaled-down enclosure design, SB10i is
not much larger than two side-by-side shoe boxes.
“The L-Acoustics R&D teams took on the challenge
of designing a low-frequency enclosure with the
industry-recognised L-Acoustics sound in a living
room-proportioned enclosure,” says L-Acoustics
Product Manager Germain Simon. “Even though
it may sound like it defies the laws of physics, our
new SB10i is a brilliant realisation of that objective.
It condenses the full power of an SB Series sub into
an incredibly small, efficient package that will fit into
any environment where a visually discreet yet highperformance system is desired.”
Equipped with a single 10-inch driver, 27 Hz
bandwidth limit, and 124 dB maximum SPL output,
the high-powered SB10i measures only 21.3” L x
21.3” W x 6.7” H (540 x 540 x 170 mm) and weighs
a mere 33 pounds (15 kg). Sonically corresponding
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The SB10i offers flexible and
limitless installation possibilities. The
integrated "tech face" contains all
connectors and mounting points in
one unobtrusive panel, so mounting
hardware, cables, and connectors
can be tastefully hidden, regardless
of where or how the SB10i is
installed: freestanding on a shelf or
tucked away under a couch, chair, or architectural
feature.
“There has been increasing demand in the residential
and commercial markets for audio systems that
give the same experience as being at a dynamic,
vivacious live show,’” says Nick Fichte, Global
Business Manager for L-Acoustics Creations. “With
the launch of the new SB10i, we now have the perfect
aesthetically unobtrusive subwoofer that delivers the
impactful low-frequency punch that is a hallmark of
our renowned festival and touring sound systems.
The fact that it’s understated enough to be placed
under a chair or a couch will be an unexpected
bonus for residential and commercial projects alike.”
SB10i is available for order now, with volume
shipments scheduled to begin in the first quarter of
2022.
L-Acoustics SB10i
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De-cluttering the Control Room Operator’s Workspace

Calgary Transit Control Room.

Control rooms have evolved drastically over the past
decade. The amount of data available has grown
exponentially, forcing operators to keep an eye on
a lot more sources. A control room operator must
therefore be able to work well under pressure and
adjust quickly to fluid situations. Depending on where
the operator is deployed, this can be highly stressful.
In general, he or she must read and analyse data
and images in real-time and identify if action needs
to be taken. The intensity of the job should not
be underestimated as the operator needs to be
continuously alert for many hours, monitoring several
areas. Apart from physical health, mental health is for
the job. Having a proper working space will go a long
way in ensuring the well-being of the operator.

Now it is possible to have a clutter-free operator’s
workspace with Barco’s OpSpace, which helps
improve the operator’s productivity. With OpSpace,
all relevant information can be consulted and
manipulated within a single pixel space, with just
one mouse and keyboard. OpSpace reduces the
clutter and brings simplicity back to the workflow,
both on-screen and on the desk. With just one
click, operators can call any application into view –
reducing navigation time and significantly improving
the overview of any situation.

In general, a control room operator’s workspace
will have a couple of display monitors connected to
individual keyboards and mouse for each monitor.
The CPUs are placed in a remote server room
to free up space. The operator controls what he
wants to see in each monitor using the individual
keyboards and mouse. However, having more than
one keyboard and mouse on the table clutters up the
table, which may hinder productivity.

Toray Advanced Materials, Inc.
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In this feature, we look at three organisations that
have implemented OpSpace and how it has helped
them create a more productive workspace.

Toray Advanced Materials Korea Inc. supplies
essential materials to various industries ranging from
fibre, film and basic materials in IT to high-valueadded special materials. The company is part of
Toray Group, a world-class Japanese advanced
materials company with a history that spans more
than 90 years.
SEPTEMBER 2021
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beginning it was difficult to convince Toray due
to the lack of their understanding of the OpSpace
solution. “That was however easily solved when we
demonstrated the OpSpace solution,” said Ji Sung.

Toray Advanced Materials Korea Inc. decided to
introduce a high-tech network monitoring system to
optimise plant operations for increased productivity,
efficiency and product quality at one of their plants.
Various Barco solutions such as the Barco UniSee
LCDs, TransForm N media management platform
with CMS software and OpSpace were implemented
at the plant, to provide a seamless and effective
monitoring system.
The plant monitoring and process control system
is critical in ensuring that high standards of the
produced materials are maintained. The operator
needs to view all aspects of the plant and quickly
respond to potential issues to minimise any damage
or loss. To provide the operator with all the necessary
tools to do an effective job, real-time monitoring of
system data is critical. This was made possible with
OpSpace. The operator can easily view all the data
and images from multiple sources such as CCTVs
and PCs on the Barco UniSee displays through the
OpSpace solution. The operator can manipulate the
images quickly and maximise or minimise relevant
data and images effortlessly with just one keyboard
and mouse.
OpSpace enables the operator to have instant
access to many different systems from a single
integrated workspace. It also offers better latency
performance and security. Furthermore, the plant can
add any future source inputs easily.
Ji Sung Ryu, Sales Manager, ENP & Service
Manager, Barco Korea highlights that at the
SEPTEMBER 2021

Ji Sung adds that the Barco team met with the Toray
team to understand the pain points faced using their
existing KVM solution. “They had issues of seamless
connectivity between legacy sources and new
sources as there were various types of inputs. They
also needed a real time monitoring system that did
not have latency issue and a system that enabled
operators to respond quickly efficiently should issues
crop up.”
“OpSpace was able to mitigate all their pain points,”
said Ji Sung. “We proposed a customized solution to
reflect customer feedback and find a perfect solution
to help their operators be more productive.”
“Our solution delivered better latency performance
and provided a single workspace for multiple
displays on the operator’s desk for viewing,
monitoring and interacting with multiple clients
residing on multiple networks. In this way, the
operator is at the center of the information and has
all data within easy reach. OpSpace also provides
secure access to hosts across multiple security
domains, especially for standard TCP/IP networks,”
added a pleased Ji Sung.
Toray Advanced Materials Korea Inc. was happy
with the result achieved - more effective workspace
for the operator, the use of TCP/IP Standard network
base with security, and the low latency for timecritical operations were all major advantages for
monitoring the plant.

BARCO INVITES YOU TO CONNECT WITH
THEM FOR A NON-OBLIGATORY DISCUSSION
FOR YOUR NEXT CONTROL ROOM PROJECT.
TO CONNECT OR TO VISIT BARCO’S
EXPERIENCE CENTER...
CLICK HERE
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New Municipal Hospital in Taipei

Calgary Transit Operations

A new Municipal hospital was opened in July 2020
in Taipei, Taiwan, equipped with 1058 beds. Other
than providing patient care, the hospital also has
laboratories, which requires monitoring of the
laboratory equipment. It is critical to ensure that the
equipment is working efficiently across the different
labs.

An efficient network of buses and light rail, Calgary
Transit (located at Calgary in Alberta, Canada)
transports more than 105M passengers each year,
helping its residents, visitors and the community
achieve their health, mobility and lifestyle goals.
As part of their 30-year plan for route expansion,
Calgary Transit needed a larger, more robust
Operation Control Centre (OCC), to accommodate
the anticipated growth, alleviate space constraints
and realize the long-term expansion plan with a new
mission-critical, highly resilient, and state-of-the-art
OCC facility. Barco’s RGB laser-lit rear-projection
cubes, LCD panels and TransForm N media
management platform with CMS software as well as
OpSpace play a prominent role in the new OCC.

Roche Taiwan that helped set up the laboratories
at the hospital, recommended Barco OpSpace
to monitor multiple pieces of equipment in the
laboratory simultaneously. Roche Taiwan is part of
the Swiss-based Roche organisation. Roche creates
innovative medicines and diagnostic tests that help
millions of patients globally. The OpSpace solution
was certified by Roche HQ for use before Roche
Taiwan could implement it.
Roche Taiwan was frustrated with the traditional KVM
solution that was used for monitoring the laboratory
equipment. Cabling complexity and unstable image
quality caused many issues with staff needing to
troubleshoot the system regularly. OpSpace, on the
other hand, offered low latency and good quality of
image with a user-friendly interface. The hospital is
very pleased with the outcome of using OpSpace.
The operators only needed a few minutes to
understand how the system worked.
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Barco’s OpSpace solution, implemented to manage
all legacy desktop sources, allows the 20 operator
positions in the OCC full control of the 85 video
monitors and access to more than 200 subsystem
applications on the network, with just one keyboard
and mouse per console. Along with Barco’s
workflow software – CMS, facilitating layout changes
and visual collaboration - OpSpace allows for an
ergonomic, attractive and efficient operator station,
with all bulky workstations and PCs remotely located
in the server room.
The new system enabled Calgary Transit to reduce
workstation clutter, add uniformity and visual quality,
provide flexibility at workstations and simplify future
expansion plans with the help of a control room
SEPTEMBER 2021
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The control room at Toray Advanced Materials Korea Inc.

that could scale as needs evolve. Barco solutions
enabled them to realize this goal and operate at full
potential.
The Barco Advantage in Control Rooms
“With continued investments in innovation, a revised
Services portfolio, a strong partner network, and
an additional focus on new emerging verticals, we
want to strengthen our position and further grow
as a global control rooms technology provider. Our
strongholds remain professional-quality products and
services, extreme durability, fit-for-purpose reliability,
and a very strong brand that keeps its commitments
towards its partners and end-users.” said Olivier
Croly, Senior Vice President, Barco APAC.
“Over 100 companies from various industries across
the world rely on Barco OpSpace to enable more
efficient workflow, better identify anomalies and
respond faster to any emergencies. OpSpace offers
so many advantages. Other than providing a clutterfree operator’s workspace, it enables operators to
be more efficient and productive. Operators can
easily toggle between different inputs, manipulate
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the images and data easily and make decisions
more effectively. OpSpace helps organisations
merge seamlessly legacy input sources and new
sources. OpSpace offers flexibility for now and in
the future as it is agnostic to source and network
types. It also provides secure access to hosts across
multiple security domains. As can be seen by the
case studies, OpSpace offers unmatched unique
advantages,” concluded Olivier.
If you are interested in visiting Barco’s
Experience Centre or understanding Barco’s
solutions and connecting with a Barco control
room professional to collaborate on a project,
click HERE.
This Article is Sponsored by Barco.
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Electronics & Engineering Celebrates Its 70th Anniversary

Ronald and Gary Goh.

Systems integrator and distributor Electronics &
Engineering are celebrating their 70th anniversary
this year. Based in Singapore, E&E as it is fondly
known is the longest established company involved
in AV in the Southeast Asia region. The company
still operates from its’ original shophouse but has
expanded to an additional unit a few doors away
that features their Experience Centre (ENEXC).
There is also their Services and Maintenance Centre
(E&E Services Pte Ltd) at the nearby Tan Boon Liat
Building.
In 2015, they secured a piece of land in Tuas
measuring 70m x 44m from JTC and built their

The Electronics & Engineering Experience Centre.
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double-storey Warehouse Complex consisting of four
individual 27m x 15m x 7m height warehouse spaces
with commercial humidifier units to ensure that room
humidity is kept to below 50%. An elevated loading
bay for four container trucks including an engineering
workshop and Logistics Centre was also included in
the Complex. The family-owned company is currently
headed by the third generation of the Goh family,
Gary Goh, while his father Ronald Goh, has assumed
the position of Chairman of the E&E Group of
Companies. Ronald’s dad, Goh Kiok Chuan, started
the company in 1951 to serve the Cinematographic
and Audio-Visual Industries, however, Ronald found
that the Cinema industry was too boring, and he
shared that “When you install
the projection and sound
system equipment for one
cinema hall, it will be the
same for the next ten halls.
Therefore, I ventured into
sound reinforcement systems
which was more interesting
as the set-up for each room
and applications are different
from one other.”
SEPTEMBER 2021
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The warehouse complex, logistics centre and engineering workshop of E&E that is located in the west of Singapore.

The company then graduated into sound systems for
sound reinforcement applications to this present day.
E&E continues to be involved in some of the most
iconic projects in Singapore, providing a full range of
sound, light and visual solutions. The company also
has branch offices in Malaysia and Indonesia.
Systems Integration Asia has a chat with Ronald
and Gary Goh about the company’s journey.
What were some of the key challenges over the 70
years, and how were they overcome?
Ronald: Over the years, we did have project
challenges that required our expertise and creative
thinking to execute jobs without compromise
successfully. However, one of the more challenging
periods for us was when we parted ways with
Harman distribution after representing the brand
for 15 years. We were doing exceptionally well for
Harman, but unfortunately, different market strategies
between the brand and us resulted in a parting of
ways. The silver lining from this experience was that
many of our customers continued working with us
as their emphasis was on E&E and not so much on
the brands that we represent. The good news is that
Harman Professional has renewed its relationship
SEPTEMBER 2021

with us once again under their new management.
I would add that E&E has gone through many world
crises, but the recent COVID-19 is a different kettle of
fish. It has affected the whole world, and everyone is
affected one way or another. We have had to change
how we work but at the same time, ensure that we
can serve our clients effectively, keep staff motivated
and continue to go after business opportunities. I am
pleased to say that our team has remained steadfast,
and we have been able to get through this period
with as much positivity as possible.
Over 70 years, there have certainly been gamechanging technologies introduced in the AV Field.
Which are the ones that caught your attention,
and why?
Ronald: As a person very passionate about sound,
I would say Dolby Surround and later Dolby ATMOS
were game-changing technologies. The technologies
changed how one would experience cinema. It
truly provided a fully immersive experience for the
audience. In a way, this is now being translated
into performance art theatres and live events as 3D
Immersive Sound.
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The old National Stadium that featured Altec Lansing loudspeakers installed by E&E.

What were some of the proudest moments for you
with regards to the company?
Ronald: There are a few that come to mind. In 1972
we won the tender to supply the sound system for
the National Stadium in Singapore. Boston based
acoustic consultants BB&N designed the stadium
sound reinforcement system. We learnt a lot from
this project. We had to install the Altec Lansing
loudspeaker system correctly. The engineer in
charge, Dr. Jacek Figwer, had a lot to share, which
I absorbed fully as opportunities to learn from an
expert were hard to come by during those times. The
installation also taught us how to manage large scale
projects. A resounding endorsement of the sound
system in the National Stadium immediately brought
us other high-profile projects in Singapore and within
the region.
The other is related to the performance of the New
York Philharmonic Orchestra at the National Stadium
in 1984. We were commissioned to provide and
design the sound system for this once-in-a-lifetime,
one-night performance. Many purists and critics
insisted that the National Stadium was not the proper
venue owing to its size and echoes and that the
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sound reproduction would
not be good. I was even
interviewed on television and
had to reassure everyone
that I would look into all
aspects to make sure that
the sound system would
be good and would live up
to expectations, and I am
glad to say it turned out very
well. The next day, many
people who attended the
performance commented
that it was a splendid
evening and the sound
reproduction coming from
the stage was so natural and
clear, so much so, that they
did not realise that a sound
system was being used to amplify the sound.
It has been a very challenging two years now with
COVID-19. What steps and decisions did E&E take
to keep the business going?
Gary: Most of our team used the downtime during
the “Circuit Breaker” to focus on training and selfimprovement. We also took the opportunity to reflect
internally, on processes and strategies to get us
ready for a recovery. Most importantly, we were
constantly navigating the ever-changing regulatory
restrictions to ensure that our SLAs with our Clients
are still met. It has indeed been a challenging time
for our industry and we had to implement some
cost-cutting measures, but I am glad to say that we
did not have to let anyone go. It was very much a
decision taken by the Senior Management that we
were in this together, and we would get out of this
together.
Where does the opportunities lie for the present
and the future?
Gary: COVID-19 has undoubtedly accelerated the
adoption of digital technologies and changed the
way we work, meet and interact for the foreseeable
future. As a solutions provider, we are constantly on
SEPTEMBER 2021
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E&E Malaysia Office.

the lookout for new and relevant technologies that
we can bring to our Clients; and ARHT Media is one
such technology that we partnered with recently.
Their HoloPresence technology provides a unique
solution of being present while eliminating the
challenges of time and travel restrictions.

People make the company. From that perspective,
what are some of the opportunities the company
provides to its staff?
Gary: At E&E, we have always placed a big
emphasis on people development, training and
education. Our philosophy is to always equip our
staff with the right skills to succeed in their career.
We even offer scholarship programs for certain
candidates to further upgrade their skills. Being as
established as we are, we are able to attract the
best of the best, as we offer the opportunity to work
on some of the most exciting projects in the region.
We want to attract talent and at the same time retain
them, by providing them with a career path within
E&E. The Company grows along with its people, the
two go hand in hand.
Heading towards the future, what does the
company hope to achieve?

E&E Indonesia Office.
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Gary: It is important for us to keep our fingers on the
pulse of the industry, ensuring that we stay relevant
in these fast evolving times. We are always on the
lookout for new technologies and trends which will
continue to drive our growth locally and in the region.
Electronics & Engineering
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IPTV Revisited

Advances in IP networking technology including high
speed and secure infrastructure are offering new
possibilities for IPTV installation. Systems Integration
Asia chats with two companies who have been
playing a key role in this segment to get their views.

Where, as in what type of installations,
are IPTV solutions most used and
why?
Jamie: IPTV traditionally refers to television that
is distributed over an IP network. IPTV systems
essentially enable an organisation to use their
existing IP network to carry much more than just
television. With IPTV, you can easily distribute
terrestrial and satellite channels, video, digital
signage, and interactive portals throughout your
facility, whether that’s a corporate office, stadium,
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hospital, military base, hotel, or other business
facility.
Specific examples where IPTV is widely used
includes: live-streaming of sporting action
around screens throughout a stadium or venue;
broadcasting townhall corporate presentations to
staff across disparate offices or via digital signage,
or even direct to desktop where breaking news can
support critical decision making; for infotainment
whether in a hotel, cruise ship, hospital, student or
workplace accommodation, IPTV brings live TV,
video on demand – whether in the form of movies or
training – as well as additional services, such as inroom service ordering. It is this flexibility that explains
why so many businesses now use IP platforms for
communication, alongside IPTV, future proofing
themselves and allowing the delivery of any content
to any device.
Stephanie: IPTV has a number of applications,
solving different problems depending upon where
it is utilized. In corporate enterprise and banking
environments IPTV is usually a part of a wider
enterprise video strategy; with live TV delivered
alongside digital signage, training content, town
hall broadcasts, HR and compliance videos. It
is generally designed to create a single point of
management and access for all video media, whilst
also allowing the delivery of video everywhere from
SEPTEMBER 2021
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anywhere. Whether a user is home, office or fieldbased, a proper enterprise video platform allows
for the delivery of information, communications
and training materials to laptop, displays or mobile
devices.
In entertainment venues such as stadia, arena and
sports centres we see IPTV used to deliver live
game or event footage in near real-time to displays
across site; enticing ticket holders to leave their seats
and venture to concourses to purchase food and
beverage; maximising the potential for ROI.
Overall, IPTV can be used in many environments
and scenarios; whether it’s delivering live TV feeds
to trading floors in financial services environments,
to TV in hotel rooms or sports games in bars. From
live almost real-time match feeds across stadia to
providing news and entertainment across corporate
offices and cafeteria spaces; enterprise-grade,
professional IPTV enables it all.
What advantage does IPTV bring compared to
other types of distribution?
Stephanie: IPTV uses compression to ensure that
existing networks can cope with the demands of
video delivery, allowing more unique streams to
be simultaneously available and accessed than
alternatives. It also allows for greater interactivity with
3rd party systems, ensuring it is a genuine integrator
technology and can be deployed as part of business
systems. IPTV offers flexibility, scalability, and
interactivity over AVoIP style solutions.
Additionally, IPTV makes it easier to build integrations
with other systems, such as a hotel PMS. On
a practical level, IPTV uses existing ethernet
infrastructure, avoiding any disruption and cost which
may be associated with additional network/cabling.
Jamie: IPTV enables the distribution of TV and video
from a variety of sources to TV, Desktop and Mobile.
So it brings the advantage of reach and flexibility.
All of this multimedia content can be viewed on
standard, high-definition, or 4K TVs, and various
kinds of AV display equipment, as well as PCs,
SEPTEMBER 2021
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which lends itself perfectly to the corporate world
and where in recent years there has been growing
demand for end-to-end solutions. Recent technology
innovations now enable IP video distribution beyond
the wired LAN to include WAN, the internet and
mobile devices.
IPTV is enhanced by the software that wraps around
the solution allowing users to choose the content they
want, when they want it, wherever they are. IPTV now
often includes corporate, legal, health and safety
messaging as well as the traditional tv channels.
There are numerous benefits to IPTV. It is costeffective as it can use existing IP network. It offers
flexibility and is scalable. IPTV can be rapidly
deployed across whole organisations if needed.
It saves on costly internet bandwidth as IPTV
multicasting technology makes better use of LAN
bandwidth, by streaming each channel once over
the network regardless of the number of end viewers,
rather than as multiple streams through your internet
gateway.
Furthermore IPTV systems offer greater security as
streaming content can be blocked at firewall for
greater security and regulatory compliance or can
even be encrypted. It offers extensive access control
for better management of content and security.
Content can also be streamed beyond the wired
LAN. Recent technology advancements enable
mobile users to keep up to date with the latest news,
events and favourite entertainment channels on their
chosen device, wherever they are.
IPTV frees AV experts from mundane wiring concerns
to concentrate on core competency: the user
experience from source to display.
Has your company seen the growth of IPTV
installations over the past few years - if Yes, what
is contributing to that growth?
Jamie: Exterity has specialised in IPTV solutions
since it was founded in 2001 and has grown to
become a world leader in this field. In the 3 years
prior to 2020, Exterity saw growth of 30%. While
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Exterity started life in the UK, over the past 15 years,
overseas revenue has grown rapidly and accounted
for over 70% of all sales in 2018. Exporting has
been critical to the growth and success of Exterity
since our first international sale in 2006 as IPTV
technologies are adopted by an increasing
number of markets as they standardise on IP video
distribution.
The advantages of IPTV outlined above are at the
heart of this growth. The UK's core customer base is
firmly established in the Corporate & finance sector,
with more recent growth in Higher Education and
Stadiums & Venues. Outside the UK, while in several
regions these sectors are also key, we have seen
customer demand taking us into a more diverse
range of sectors, including hospitality, casinos,
government & military, oil & gas, transport (primarily
Middle East airports and ports), remote locations and
healthcare.
Regions including the Middle East, Asia Pacific,
Europe and the USA are of particular strategic
importance with regard to exporting and the market
opportunity for IP video streaming technology
today is truly global. Many of our customers are
international organisations operating globally and
demand that we can supply and support them
wherever they have facilities around the world.
Stephanie: The company has seen a significant
% growth in IPTV fuelled by business demand to
ingest live and on-demand TV content regardless
of an individual’s physical location, and whatever
device they are using to access content – be it via
desktop, mobile device or screen. More so, video
has become a key tool in the armoury of businesses
looking to improve staff engagement, knowledge and
‘connectedness’ to their employer.

the interests of rights holders to permit it. Tripleplay
currently delivers hybrid IPTV, using localized
distribution with virtualized management. At some
point in the future though I would imagine the legal
issues will be worked out, and concerns addressed
and we will start to see fully virtualized IPTV
deployments. More short-term, the next generation
of IPTV will see higher resolution broadcasts as
standard, with 4K content becoming the norm versus
the exception.
Jamie: IPTV is becoming increasingly sophisticated
with demand for faster and most cost-efficient
delivery across disparate locations at the forefront
of latest developments. It is important to understand
the differing needs for different types of content to
make sure we get the right end user outcomes, for
example:
• Ultra low Latency streams for Command & Control
Centres/Live Production & Broadcast/Theatres etc
• Secure streams for Military and Government
applications,
• Low bit rate streams for delivery over Wi-Fi or
• Making hundreds of TV channels available via
multicast for hotel guests in their rooms
Exterity
Tripleplay

What is next for IPTV?
Stephanie: It is difficult to predict when exactly,
but at some point you’d expect 100% cloud IPTV
to be easier to deploy. Right now it is possible to
deliver IPTV via the Cloud, but owing to challenges
relating to re-distribution and re-broadcast it isn’t in
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Projects Highlight

Exterity: The Bend Selects Exterity IPTV System to Enhance
Guest Experience at Australia’s Flagship Motorsports Facility
park and an off-road
facility. For the ultimate
thrill, The Rydges Pit
Lane Hotel is uniquely
positioned right on the
racing circuit, offering a
track-side experience like
no other.The ambitious
project also included a full
suite of professional AV
technologies across the
site, ranging from in-room
entertainment, digital
signage and massive video
walls offering both live TV
and recorded action from
across the facility.
The Bend Motorsport Park is one of the most
significant developments in Australian motorsport
history. A state-of-the-art, world-class motorsport
facility, The Bend delivers an exhilarating experience
for competitors, enthusiasts and spectators alike.
Developed and primarily funded by the Peregrine
Corporation, South Australia’s largest private
company, construction started on The Bend in early
2016. Led by Lucas, South Australia’s largest civil
construction company, the project was completed
in April 2018, when the main motor racing circuit
opened for the first events.
The Challenge
The Bend is part of a $100 million investment by the
Peregrine Corporation to create an iconic sporting
facility championing local, national and international
motorsport and major events for the state. The Bend
Motorsport Park spans a 680-hectare site including
a 7.77-kilometre racing circuit, pit building, hotel
and conference facilities; a purpose-built drift and
karting circuit; an international Group 1 dragway;
driver training facilities; an airstrip; a 4WD adventure
SEPTEMBER 2021

The Solution
The Bend selected Corporate Initiatives Australia
(Ci), a highly regarded system integrator that has
successfully delivered many high-profile AV projects
including Etihad Stadium at Melbourne Cricket Club,
The Australian National Museum in Canberra and
Yagan Square, Australia's biggest civic project.
As Michael Marafioti, National Enterprise Partnership
Director for Ci Group explains, “We were involved
with the contractors and architects at an early stage
of The Bend and it was clear that reliability and
flexibility were key requirements for the project. We
looked at the available technologies, and our prior
experience using Exterity made it a natural choice to
meet all the requirements.”
With the construction project on an extremely tight
schedule and budget, the team from Ci were on site
during a 3-month implementation period spanning
several areas that used Exterity technology. The first
stage was the implementation of an Exterity powered
IP video and Video-on-Demand solution for the
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Rydges Pit Lane Hotel, including screens in 100 wellappointed guest rooms overlooking the motor racing
circuit track.

zero failures of any Exterity hardware or software,
and even minor configuration changes have been
carried out remotely in just a few minutes.”

The in-room hospitality solution offers 20 live TV
channels, 2 in-house video channels streaming live
feeds of ongoing races at The Bend, plus access to
a library of additional on-demand content. The live
video is delivered from a race control room designed
and built by Ci. The race control room pulls together
video from 80 cameras dotted across the site and
displayed on a bank of over 20 screens. Exterity
technology is used within the control room to capture
satellite TV channels and distribute video to the hotel
and a further 70 screens in hospitality areas across
the site.

The technology has also proven extremely popular
with the onsite facilities management team at The
Bend. As Nick Rench, IT Manager at The Bend
explains: “The combined IPTV, digital signage and
media distribution system delivers a great guest
experience and allows us to quickly meet the needs
of our corporate hospitality clients, who require high
quality, branded images and video to support their
events.”

One of the most impressive elements is an 8-metre
LED Video Wall display facing the main stands. The
giant screen displays race highlights along with
additional ticket information generated by the Exterity
ArtioSign digital signage software.
The Result
“In total, Exterity technology powers more than 170
screens across The Bend and has proven itself
powerful, flexible and incredibly reliable,” comments
Marafioti. “Since The Bend opened, we have had

“The system has proven easy to use and we have
yet to receive any request we were unable to
deliver using the Exterity software,” says Rench.
“The experts from Ci have been with us every step
of the way with training and support and overall,
the AV elements of The Bend have been the least
challenging aspect of the project, while delivering
capabilities that have exceeded our expectations.”
Racing to the future, Marafioti expects the Exterity
solution to extend to the proposed trackside villas
that are currently under development. Once built,
they will offer racing teams, sponsors and guests an
unrivalled access to the motorsport facilities.

Tripleplay: Digital Signage Brings Improved Communications,
Motivation and Entertainment at Leading A-League Side
Melbourne City Football Club is a professional
football club that competes in the major Australian
domestic competition, the Hyundai A-League, the
top tier of women’s football, the Westfield W-League,
and the Foxtel National Youth League. The Club was
formerly known as Melbourne Heart FC. Melbourne
City FC is owned by a consortium involving the City
Football Group, which also owns English Premier
League club Manchester City FC and Major League
Soccer club New York City FC.

became a key focus for the club, with the Melbourne
office requiring regular dialogue with City Football
Group’s offices in London and Manchester in the UK
and NYCFC in the US.

Following the acquisition in 2014 by City Football
Group, reliable local and global communication

Ian Wilson is the Head of Infrastructure at City
Football Group (Australia) and was key in choosing
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Assessing their options, Melbourne City FC took
a lead from the work done by their sister club,
Manchester City, and investigated the use of Digital
Signage as a way of interacting in a dynamic,
effective and modern way.
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network (WAN) from the UK too.
Ian Wilson commented, “Digital
Signage is a very visual medium for
communication so helps to ensure
players and staff are aware of what is
going on within the group.”
With integrated IPTV also available on
screen it creates a much more eye
catching design and entertains and
informs simultaneously.

the right platform for Melbourne City, “Our colleagues
in the UK had done a lot of work in finding a
technology partner for its Digital Signage deployment
at the Etihad Stadium and the head office in London
and so, acting on their recommendation, we
engaged with Tripleplay’s Australian team to find out
exactly how their solutions could be of benefit to us.
“We needed a technology that would replace
or complement our existing communications
method of email, SMS and word of mouth, would
be easy to operate, enable both local and global
communications and could be used for both players
and staff.”
Following a period of internal discussion and analysis
of leading solutions the Tripleplay platform was
selected and deployed at City Football Group’s
Melbourne headquarters, linking to Tripleplay
solutions implemented in both Manchester and New
York allowing true global communications.

“Using Tripleplay’s technology has
saved us a lot of time in getting our
messages out and heard, along with
time saving there is always a monetary
value; time is money as the saying
goes, so the investment has been
really worthwhile for us. The ability to
control both locally and from afar has given us a very
agile and versatile communications platform.”
Motivation and Pre-Match Inspiration
Aside from the planned benefits of the Tripleplay
Digital Signage and IPTV solution, there has been
an unexpected use and benefit as the playing side
of Melbourne City FC has utilised the solution to
motivate and inspire players before games.
Wilson added, “In the run up to games we’re playing
loops of great moments from the season gone
and highlights of games against our upcoming
opposition, helping us create a buzz around the club
and helping to inspire the team to success.

Central and Local Management

“It has been an added benefit and really popular
around the club and within the City Football Group.
We are really pleased with our decision to work with
Tripleplay, their solutions are constantly evolving and
they view their work with City Football Group and its
teams as a partnership and relationship.”

A Tripleplay solution was implemented at City
Football Group’s regional headquarters in Melbourne,
delivering Digital Signage and IPTV across their local
area network (LAN), controlled centrally but with the
ability to update via the organisation’s wide area

Tripleplay solutions are also in use at City Football
Group headquarters in London, New York and
Manchester, with its connected stadium technology
in use at Manchester City’s Etihad Stadium and
training ground.
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IPTV Solutions
Tripleplay

Tripleplay IPTV solution used at a Senior Living centre.

Tripleplay’s end to end IPTV, video streaming and
Digital Signage solution is a single platform IPTV
solution with its own integrated Digital Signage
platform, TripleSign.
Key features include:
• Diverse range of content sources – analogue,
digital and third party
• Broadcaster approved end to end encryption –
from leading providers
• Multiple simultaneous encryption methods– avoids
vendor lock-in and ensures best customer pricing
• Monitoring and reporting - ensures continuous
operation, and alerts operators should problems
occur
• Low-cost Set-Top-Box (STB) players - optimised for
delivering the Tripleplay Interactive IPTV Portal
• Electronic Programming Guide (EPG) - shows
which programs are scheduled to play throughout
the day and on all channels
• Custom internal TV channels - Signage can be
designed and delivered to one or more of the IPTV
channels which can be fully detailed in the EPG and
directly accessed via the interactive IPTV portal
• Radio with images – images can be added to
audio only channels, such as live radio for a more TV
friendly interface
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• Central TV control – Browser-based management
interface to remotely control any IPTV end point
• Virtual TV remote control – IPTV portal can present
a QR code which allows the user to access a virtual
TV remote control on their mobile device
• VOD streaming - Stored content can be streamed
over local networks
• Clustering/high availability – utilises server
mirroring to offer automatic failover and 100% service
continuity
• Low Latency Encoding - as low as 100ms at 60fps.
Ideal for live sports and events
• PMS integrations – can include a varieity of
welcome messages, alarm calls, express check-out
and similar
• Client Management – allows full control of all end
points on an IPTV and video network
• Recording features – live TV and IP streams can be
recorded on the Tripleplay platform
• BYOC – users can cast content from their mobile
device to the TV
• Playmedia – users can share personal images,
videoa and music files to their TV
Tripleplay
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Exterity
AvediaServer: Manage your
entire Exterity end-to-end IPTV
system in a single location
• Centrally control all key Exterity
applications and end points,
including non-Exterity devices
such as SmartTVs, using the Smart
Control app.
• Easily maintain and upgrade
Exterity devices using the Site
Manager app.
• Monitor channels to ensure
content is being successfully
added to the network.
• Analyse system performance
Exterity IPTV solution used at ClubMulwala Recreational facility.

ArtioGuest: Fully customisable IPTV portal
interface, delivering a seamless and interactive
guest experience
• Keep guests entertained by giving them access
to a rich variety of local and international TV
channels, movies and TV shows on demand with TV
Distribution.
• Enable guests to share image and video content
from their mobile device, such as Netflix or YouTube,
directly to the in-room IPTV portal using Chromecast.
• Let guests record their favourite programmes to
watch later directly through the EPG or using the
Recording element
ArtioSign: Create, manage and display impactful
digital signage to enhance communications
• Provide events, meetings and conferences
information, such as directions, welcome messages
or promotion.
• Maintain customer loyalty by displaying
personalised, eye-catching advertisements discounts
and opportunities.
• Reinforce brand image, drive revenue and inform
staff/customers of menus, special offers and promote
your services and amenities.
• Make useful information easily accessible by
integrating flight information, bus timetable, weather
updates and news.
SEPTEMBER 2021

AvediaStream Media Players: Powerful and ultrareliable set-top boxes that connect any display to
an IP network.
• Store and display hours of high-quality video and
image assets within digital signage solutions created
with ArtioSign.
• Enable guests to enjoy live and recorded TV,
movies, information and more, all accessed via user
interfaces created with ArtioGuest, our interactive
IPTV technology solution.
• Support IPTV streams up to 4K for excellent image
quality.
• Combine stunning 4K video with smooth, intricately
detailed 4K 60fps graphics and animations with the
AvediaStream m9605 Media Player.
• Make channels available on the network alongside
video streams using AvediaStream Encoders and
Gateways.
• Deliver video streams to mobile devices and the
internet with the AvediaStream Origin Server and
Transcoders.
• For TV distribution, stream IP, terrestrial, satellite,
or cable television streams to your AvediaStream
endpoint.
www.exterity.com
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CHINA

Christie Delivers Awe and Wonder at Shanghai
Astronomy Museum
An integration of science, nature and modern technology

FACTFILE
Project Name: Shanghai Astronomy Museum
Project Location: Shanghai, China
Project Segment: Museum
Project AV Systems Integrator: Wincomn
Technology and Zhongqing Yingye Group
Project Highlights: State-of-the-art laser projectors
and content management solutions installed to
deliver an exceptional experience for visitors
Project AV Brands: Christie HS and GS Series
1DLP laser projectors, Christie Pandoras Box V8
and Christie Widget Designer
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Christie’s state-of-the-art laser projection and content
management solutions are delivering awe-inspiring
visuals that transport visitors across time and space
in the new Shanghai Astronomy Museum.
Located in the Lingang area of Shanghai, the
38,000-square-meter (420,000-square-feet) structure
is currently the world’s largest museum solely
dedicated to the study of astronomy. It is designed
by US-based design firm Ennead Architects and
features an exterior design without the use of straight
lines or right angles, a concept inspired by the orbits
of celestial bodies and the geometry of the cosmos.
Instead, the building’s three main architectural
components – the Oculus, Inverted Dome and
Sphere – function as astronomical instruments that
track the sun, moon and stars.
The impressive layout extends to the museum’s
interiors, where numerous exciting exhibits are
powered by advanced audiovisual technologies to
SEPTEMBER 2021
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provide a highly engaging and immersive experience
to visitors. These include spectacular projections
accomplished by more than 40 Christie HS Series
and GS Series 1DLP laser projectors of varying
brightness (from 6,350 to 20,600 lumens) and image
resolutions, along with real-time video playback
and processing achieved by the powerful Christie
Pandoras Box V8 and Christie Widget Designer.
Christie’s trusted partners Wincomn Technology
and Zhongqing Yingye Group were responsible for
the installation and commissioning of all projection
solutions across the museum. The suite of Christie
Pandoras Box products were installed by Marvel
Vision, one of Christie’s distributors for content
management and image processing solutions in
China.
April Qin, Sales Director for China, Enterprise,
Christie, commented, “The Shanghai Astronomy
Museum marks a new milestone in the integration of
science, nature and modern technology to provide
an ‘out-of-the-world’ experience for astronomy
fans and the general public. We are thrilled that a
wide range of Christie laser projection and content
management solutions have been installed by our
partners to deliver awe and wonder, enabling visitors

INSTALLATION
of all ages to explore the universe with greater detail
and realism.”
The HS and GS Series laser projectors are deployed
across 12 galleries in the three main exhibition zones
titled “Home”, “Cosmos” and “Odyssey”, which lead
visitors on a tour around the solar system, faraway
galaxies and even black holes. The exhibits are also
designed for a greater understanding of the history
of astronomy and inspire visitors to think about its
future.
Among the highlights are stunning projections on a
huge rotating globe measuring 20 meters in diameter
using seven Christie D20WU-HS laser projectors,
and interactive projections on a large wall measuring
60 meters in length using 10 Christie DWU1075-GS
laser projectors. The D20WU-HS and DWU1075GS have a brightness of 20,600 and 10,875 lumens
respectively. Both models are also equipped with
Christie BoldColor Technology that creates the color
balance needed to accurately reproduce colorful
images, without sacrificing brightness. In another
gallery, highly detailed images of celestial bodies
are made possible by three Christie 4K7-HS laser
projectors boasting 4K UHD resolution and built-in
Christie Twist for fast and easy multi-projector setups.

Stunning projections on a huge rotating globe by Christie D20WU-HS laser projectors.
SEPTEMBER 2021
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Interactive projections on a 60-meter-long wall by Christie DWU1075-GS laser projectors.

In the “Odyssey” exhibition zone, mesmerizing
visuals displayed on a 50-meter-long ribbon-like
“cosmic thread” are achieved using 10 Christie
DWU630-GS laser projectors and Christie Pandoras
Box V8 Software License, which comes with a host of
professional new features, a simplified workflow and
streamlined licensing. This single license contains
the full suite of Pandoras Box software to deliver the
high-level media processing performance required
for various applications, including fixed installations,
live events, theatres and other entertainment
environments.

operation. Wireless connectivity, a small footprint,
low-weight, quiet operation and a full range of
lenses make them ideal for demanding, high-use
applications.

“Pandoras Box Version 8 is the ideal software
solution for various applications such as the
elaborate multimedia exhibits in Shanghai Astronomy
Museum,” said Gary Wang, sales representative for
China, Enterprise, Christie. “With Version 8, a myriad
of images can be perfectly displayed on various
surfaces, allowing content designers and developers
to express their creativity and bring their visions to
reality any time, with any hardware.”
Featuring laser illumination, the Christie HS and
GS Series eliminate the need for lamp and filter
replacements, providing 20,000 hours of low-cost
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Spellbinding visuals on a cosmic thread are achieved using

Christie DWU630-GS laser projectors and Pandoras Box V8.

Christie
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SINGAPORE

Fohhn Speakers Meet the Demands of Stamford
American International School with Great Aplomb
Control Logic Systems and Acesian harmonize systems for the desired outcome

The Fohhn speakers installed at The Stamford Arena,
Stamford American International School.

FACTFILE
Project Name: Stamford American International
School iLearn Theatres and Stamford Arena
Project Location: Singapore
Project Segment: Education
Project AV Systems Integrator: Acesian Systems
Pte Ltd
Project Highlights: High quality loudspeakers
installed in iLearn Theatres for dual functionality
and at the multi-purpose Stamford Arena to
withstand high impact
Key AV Brands: Fohhn Speakers
SEPTEMBER 2021

The Stamford American International School (SAIS)
in Singapore is a leading international school that
caters to children aged two months to 18 years
through its two locations. SAIS also offers the full
International Baccalaureate (IB) Programme. The
Early Learning Village campus caters to children
from 2 months to age 6, whereas the Woodleigh
campus caters to children aged 7 to 18. International
students from more than 70 countries learn together
at Stamford American’s stunning, bespoke campuses
that feature state-of-the-art facilities. The school is
owned and operated by Cognita, a global private
schools group.
SAIS continuously invests in technology to maintain
its competitive edge and stay relevant to its student
body. In line with this commitment, the SAIS
Woodleigh campus engaged systems integrator
Acesian Systems Pte Ltd to upgrade its audio system
in two specific locations. Acesian Systems is no
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stranger to SAIS as the company has been regularly
called upon for the school’s audio-visual needs.
“SAIS wanted to upgrade its audio system in the
two iLearn Theatres and the Arena at the Woodleigh
campus,” said Nigel Woo, Sales Manager, Acesian
Systems Pte Ltd.
iLearn Theatres
For the iLearn Theatres, the school was looking for
high-quality speakers for dual functionality. One for
regular use and the other for video conferencing
purposes. “The school also did not want any
speakers hanging from the ceiling, but the audio from
the speakers had to be heard clearly by everyone
seated within the Theatres,” commented Nigel.
To meet the requirements, Acesian collaborated with
Fohhn local distributor Control Logic Systems. “We
recommended the Fohhn DLI-130 column speakers
to Acesian,” said David Seow, Executive Director,
Control Logic Systems Pte Ltd. The DLI-130 is
a compact, electronically controllable line source
speaker from the award-winning Fohhn Focus series.
Added David, “The speakers feature front beam
steering that enables us to electronically configure
targeted and even coverage across the theatre while
maintaining high-quality audio regardless of where
you are seated.”
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Complementing the loudspeakers are two units
of Epson EB-L1405U WUXGA 8000 lumens laser
projectors, two Sennheiser EW 135 G3 Wireless
Handheld Microphone units and one unit of
Sennheiser EW 112 G3 Wireless Clip-on Microphone
in each theatre. One unit of Extron TLP Pro 1025T
Touch Control Panel integrated within each theatre
offers easy control of the AV equipment within the
space. Acesian integrated all the systems.
Stamford Arena
The Stamford Arena is an indoor sports arena used
for basketball and volleyball games. The arena also
doubles up for other events such as graduation
ceremonies.
“The school required any exposed AV equipment to
be impact proof considering that games are played in
the space,” said Nigel. “In addition, the indoor arena
is not acoustically treated. So we had to recommend
a loudspeaker system that can withstand impact and
sound good in a non acoustically treated space.”
Acesian once again turned to Fohhn speakers. Four
units of Fohhn Dante enabled DLI-330 loudspeakers
complemented with eight units of Fohhn AS 40
sub-woofers driven by two units of Powersoft
Quattrocanali 4804 Dante DSP power amplifiers
handle the audio requirements at the Arena.

iLearn Theatre featuring Fohhn DL1-130 column speakers.
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configuration, programming and
testing & commissioning,” said
Nigel.
A lot of upfront planning and
off-site work had to be done by
Acesian to deal with the short
timeline. Programming and
racking work, for instance, were
done at Acesian’s office before
bringing to the site.

Stamford Arena featuring Fohhn Dante-enabled DLI-330
loudspeakers with Fohhn AS 40 sub-woofers.

“Once again, Fohhn’s beam steering technology
ensured that the audio throw is controlled and even
across the arena,” said Nigel. “The school had
requested that the proposed systems in the arena
work on a Dante platform to distribute and control
the audio. Dante network not only offers flexibility but
eases cable requirements.”

“The cable route and installation
method were also planned
before actual installation. When
the project date commenced,
every party involved was
aware of their job scope, which
eliminated precious time from being lost.”
“There was also one pair of speakers that were not
able to make it on time. But with the help of Control
Logic Systems, we used temporary speakers
provided by them. When the actual speakers arrived,
we were able to swap them within a day easily.”

David added, “We are also confident
that the speakers can handle the impact
of the balls from the games as the grille
is specially designed to handle ball
impact.”
As the arena can be divided into two
parts if needed, the loudspeakers and
sub-woofers were installed to be able to
work as a whole or in a divided zone.
Acesian also provided three points
around the arena for power and
distribution of signals from portable
systems to be connected to the primary
system via Dante, should there be a need
to supplement the audio system.

“Acesian and the Fohhn speakers met all our
requirements,” said Pete Sidhu, AV & Theatre Manager
at SAIS. “Despite the tight schedule, the systems
installed worked accordingly with proper coverage and
clarity. Using the Dante platform at the arena helps us
be future-ready as it offers flexibility and ease of
connectivity.”

Project Challenges
“Timeline was the key challenge. We only had
two weeks to complete the project that included
cabling works, installation works, racking works,
SEPTEMBER 2021

(L-R): Pete Sidhu, David Seow and Nigel Woo

Acesian Systems
Control Logic Systems
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